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Purpose:
The world of 1777 was very real ─ and sometimes agonizing for everyone. Hopefully,
teaching it will provide food for thought and generational cooperation in answering
some of the questions at length because they relate to our lives today.
The Guide is composed as follows:
Here’s the story: The homeschool teacher may have read the book weeks before the
student does, so we start each chapter with a precis of the action.
Historical Timeline and Real Life in 1777 Danbury: These add depth and context to
the real happenings of the chapter.
Short exercises: These exercises assess whether the student reads the material with
sufficient care. The character names need to be fixed in order to ensure
comprehension of future chapters.
Explain this quotation: Here is the insertion of the student into the situation and/or
into the mind of a character. Reference to previous chapters, emotional components,
and interactions are encouraged, fostering writing skills in explanation, argument, and
synthesis.
Things to talk about: These are not written exercises because they relate to the
present day, and personal feelings and opinions. Some questions are intended to
extrapolate incidents in the book to cover modern-day issues, from PTSD to medical
treatments. These discussions can be as wide-ranging as the participants would like to
make them and perhaps result in special reports.
Fun Stuff: This area offers everything from a song to present-day cannon purchases!
18th century food favorites appear, along with candle-making. Want to learn to drive a
horse or shear a sheep? Videos or YouTube links provide a closer look.
The link to ReenactorInfo gives a chance to connect with Living History, Continental
Line, and Brigade of the American Revolution historical events.
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The Scene of the Smoke!
April 26, 1777
Danbury, Connecticut

Stolen from Jack Sanders, Dean of all things Ridgefield
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Historical Timeline
Read the following timeline to understand the context of 1777 – Danbury on Fire!, including the
conflicts leading up to the events Joe and his family experience.

1763

Events

How the events impacted colonists

The French and Indian War ends, and
peace comes to the colonies. The
British army returns home, leaving
Americans grateful for being rescued.

Americans build new houses and enjoy safety and
security for the first time. Ordinary people feel no
pressure from the British government officials. They
also know that the British would rescue them again if
necessary.

1763-73 The British still must pay the massive After making no progress in paying their national
costs of the War against the French debt, the British begin to tax the colonials. British
(also called the Seven Years War).
officials remain passive for fear of causing rebellion.
Sir William Tryon, then Governor of North Carolina,
causes some of the first open rebellion by enforcing
taxes, although he admits in private that he believes
them unfair.
1774:

The big step of breaking away from
England results in the First
Continental Congress (also called
“The Association”). The ghosts of
coming rebellion solidify into real
people
willing
to
assume
responsibility.

Common citizens attempt to control their
environment, using street demonstrations, published
articles, sermons, or public shaming. “Committees”
form. Their unspecified powers increase every day,
controlling the movement of goods and personal
freedom.

1775:

Violence escalates as the Patriots
undertake an expedition to Canada to
capture Montreal, Quebec, from the
British.

A crushing failure of Continental Army organization
causes Danbury militia officers to lead their regiment
home before starvation and smallpox can take their
toll.

1776:

The Danbury militia travel to New
York for defense of New York City
against an immense British troop
landing.

George Washington’s aides are compelled to grab his
horse’s reins and drag him away from the lost cause.
New York City, Forts Lee and Washington, and many
lives are lost around November 17, 1776.
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Connection: 1777—Danbury on Fire!
The characters in the novel experience the difficulties these far-distant conflicts cause in daily life.
Bottom Line: The population splits on whether another war would benefit or destroy the colonies.
Going up against the most powerful army and navy in the world did not give prospect of victory.
American army leadership showed itself as unsatisfactory during the war against the French, and some
men hated the idea of war against the country that had saved the colonies only a few years before.
In 1777, individual Patriots and loyalist Tories might still switch sides from day to day, maybe more
than once. Law versus human need and legality versus opportunity ─ compete in every level of society
and the economy.
Question for discussion: Times may change, but have the American people changed?



As present-day issues divide the country, do families, friends, and co-worker still split on the
issues?
Why do different political beliefs result in anger and violence?

Are you ready to muster?
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CHAPTER ONE
Here’s the Story:
Joe Hamilton, 13, wants a tavern kitchen job, but Joe’s applications are refused because his parents
reject the American Revolution. Isaiah, a schoolyard bully, plans to enlist with the Patriot forces. His
descriptions of financial bounties for enlistment surprise Joe and the other students. Unfortunately,
Isaiah’s plans include robbing Joe's family to fund his equipment. As Joes leaves school, a friend
suggests a “sure” job possibility.

Historical Background:
1777 is still the start of the Revolution. That start is not going well. Tiny victories follow huge losses.
Then comes the agony of starvation and freezing in Valley Forge, Pennsylvania, where the Continental
Army camps for the winter of 1776. The remains of the militia spend the winter at home, and many
men plan to stay there. The hope of a successful revolt is fading away. In a final effort, Governor
Trumbull declares a formal draft for soldiers. Young men no longer have a choice.

Real Life in 1777 Connecticut:
The colony of Connecticut offers a larger enlistment bounty than Washington’s Continental Army.
Each colony has its own militia: towns have militias, too. Even those men needing to remain at home
are subject to arms training and drill with town militias. If they don’t comply, they become outcasts
from local society.

PRIMARY SOURCE:
Letter: General George Washington to Connecticut Governor Trumbull, 1 February 1777
I should have had no objection to appointing Colo. Root to the command of a
Regiment, could it possibly be raised upon the terms allowed by Congress, which
is a bounty of twenty Dollars; but by your State and that of Massachusetts
having given an additional bounty of 33⅓ Dollars, not a man can be raised
till the eight Regiments allotted to your State are full... I was under the
strongest hopes that they, from their influence, would have soon filled their
Regiments, but I cannot suppose that men will enlist, for a bounty of twenty
Dollars, with them, when they can get 53⅓ from this State.
1777—Danbury on Fire!
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Circle all correct answers:
1. Loyalists are the same as (Patriots) (Tories).
2. Rebels are the same as (Patriots) (Tories).
3. Pacifists are (for) (against) war.
4. Isaiah plans to steal a (gun) (horse) (farm animals).
5. At what age must a Connecticut boy enlist? (16) (18) (21)

Fill in the correct word using your vocabulary list or words from your reading:
1. A form of British money _________________________
2. A male horse _________________________
3. The sound crows make _________________________
4. Person taking another person’s place _________________________
5. Town where the story takes place _________________________

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“If he steals the stallion, he’ll be cantering his own coffin?”



Use at least two details from this chapter to support your answer.
Include an explanation of who is speaking, who is spoken about, and what the context is.
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Things to Talk About
1. Joe is thirteen and wants a job. How easy is it be for a person under sixteen to find a paying
job today? How do those wages compare to those of a person sixteen years old? Do jobs for
younger people have other legal restrictions, such as hours?
2. Isaiah doesn’t attend Joe’s school. Why might he go there when the other students don’t act
friendly?
3. Do David Weed’s plans appear reasonable? Would his parents agree with his plans? What will
David get from his job besides money? How does a person become a doctor nowadays?

Fun stuff:
Usually, each family entrusts one person with the inherited family letters and diaries from that family’s
relatives and ancestors. Find out who in your family knows the most about your family history and
ask them about the oldest details. Then ask other family members and see if the stories change with
each speaker!
(Author’s note: my family’s only story concerned a man accused of being a male witch for killing a
whale – my later research uncovered that the story claimed the wrong side of the family and the wrong
century!)
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CHAPTER TWO
Here’s the Story:
Despite the setup by his friend, Joe meets job rejection again. He discovers why his family appears
poor: unknown to Joe, his parents pay heavy fines for leaving the Congregational Church as a protest
against the war. Joe suffers embarrassment in front of the tavern customers when his family’s charge
account is cancelled for non-payment.

Historical Background:
The clergy give average American assurance through their sermons that revolution is “justified in the
sight of God.” The clergy, well-educated and wealthy men, are respected by all and able to publish
their words. You can still find Danbury minister Reverend Ebenezer Baldwin’s speeches on the
internet. Read more at: https:/www.loc.gov/exhibits/religion/rel03.html

Real Life in 1777 Connecticut:
When nineteen men from the Danbury militia are seized at Fort Washington, the only social services
available to their families come from the churches. In New England, the Congregational Churches
controlled town organization since the Puritan times. Church of England (Anglican) ministers keep
silent because they risk ejection from their towns by the Patriot “committees.” This leaves the
Congregational Church with more power than before.

Circle all correct answers:
1. Joe finds the Clarks’ kitchen (dirty and cold) (warm and inviting).
2. That Joe doesn’t get the job is (his fault) (his parents’ fault).
3. Joe isn’t allowed to buy ale because (he’s too young) (his family owes money).
4. Joe overhears a conversation featuring (his uncle) (his father) and the town clerk.
5. Joe’s father’s attitude angers (the Patriots) (the Loyalists).
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Fill in the correct word using your vocabulary list or words from your reading:
1. Joe’s uncle paid the tavern bill _________________________ months ago.
2. Joe fetches the kitchen garbage to feed the family’s _________________________.
3. After Reverend Baldwin joins the Patriot army, he _________________________.
4. Joe’s father leaves the church because Reverend Baldwin preaches in favor of the
_____________________.
5. Joe’s Uncle Tom, his mother’s oldest brother is the town _________________________

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“It’s a matter of principles, Joe. My principles.”



Use at least two details from the text.
Be sure to explain who is speaking, who is being spoken to, and the context.

Things to Talk About:
1. Old Mrs. Clark tells Joe to wake up to the facts. How can he do that?
2. Joe learns that the family “poverty” is due to fines. Where does the fine money go?
3. Reverend Baldwin joined the Continental Army July 4, 1776 and became ill within a week,
dying in October of 1776. Joe’s father declared that the church minister’s death was because
God opposed the war. Could such a thing be true? Or was the “putrid fever” a disease that
could strike anyone in its path?
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Fun Stuff:
The Journal of the American Revolution brings history to your email. If you want to check out spies or lies,
here’s all the info in short articles accompanied by gorgeous historical paintings.
Busting myths and provoking thoughts about America's revolutionary history.
The Journal of the American Revolution

https://allthingsliberty.com/subscribe/
100% free and 95% awesome!
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CHAPTER THREE
Here’s the Story:
Walking home, Joe encounters his grandfather and uncles, who attempt to lure him into running away
from his parents. Joe’s grandfather, Captain Silas Hamilton, reveals that Joe’s father will be “going on
a trip.” Joe imagines that the trip is to rescue his mother’s cousin Jonah, imprisoned in New York by
the British.
Joe’s hero, Lambert Lockwood, tells Joe that two riders are spreading strange tales but implies that
the men are lying. When Joe mentions his father’s trip, Lockwood offers help, which Joe waves away,
anxious to become the “man of the house.”

Historical Background:
Until 1777, if Danbury locals went to war, it was not in Connecticut. Danbury was considered a safe
place for Patriot activity—so safe that captured British prisoners were sent there. During the 1776
loss of New York, the Danbury militia soldiers at New York’s Fort Washington became British
prisoners, including Joe’s mother’s cousin, Jonah Benedict.

Real Life in 1777 Connecticut:
The Danbury militia captain has already traveled back to New York looking for Jonah Benedict. He
can’t find him because he is on a prison ship. It seems logical to Joe that his pacifist father might have
better luck in dealing with the British.

Circle all correct answers:
1. Where is Joe’s former home? (Bear Mountain) (Hartford) (Boston)
2. Joe meets his grandfather and what uncle on the road? (Paul) (Tom) (James)
3. What one word causes Joe’s father to leave the family farm? (Liar) (Traitor) (Coward)
4. Did Joe ever believe his father was right to oppose the war? (Yes) (No)
5. Does Joe want to run away and go back to the farm? (Yes) (No) (Maybe)
1777—Danbury on Fire!
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Fill in the correct word using your vocabulary list or words from your reading:
1. Joe’s parents prefer _________________________ to war.
2. Joe’s grandfather and uncles rent out _________________________.
3. Jonah Benedict remains a prisoner in the town of_________________________.
4. Joe’s grandfather insists that Joe face _________________________ regarding the war.
5. Uncle Paul has a special new gun called a _________________________.

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“My heart sank ─ the Danbury gossips had blabbed about my expulsion from the Inn, laughed out
for being ‘a pacifist spy.’”



Be sure to include at least two details from Chapter 3.
Be sure to explain who is speaking, who is being spoken about, and the context of the quote.
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Things to Talk About:
1. Joe wants better food than his parents provide. What other feelings does Joe connect with
eating and kitchens?
2. Grandfather Hamilton says that everyone must do his bit for the common good – but how
can people discover what will truly accomplish good?
3. Joe’s disappointment about the job almost disappears in the face of new information. What
does this say about dwelling on disappointments?

Fun Stuff:
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania has the Museum of the American Revolution, but so do you!
Tons of virtual content on their website!

Museum of the American Revolution at
https://www.amrevmuseum.org/
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CHAPTER FOUR
Here’s the Story:
Joe’s father says Joe must apprentice in another town. When an angry Joe demands the reason, his
father announces that he’s going to jail for not enlisting in the Patriot militia. Joe reveals his idea about
his father rescuing the imprisoned cousin. His parents’ horrified reaction confuses Joe even more. The
father’s sudden announcement that the British army will invade the village convinces Joe that his
father may be deranged.

Historical Background:
In early 1777, Connecticut declares a new military draft, meaning “Enlist or else!” Both the Continental
Army and the colony felt desperate for more soldiers. Desperate enough to pay them. Desperate
enough to force them by any means possible.

Real Life in 1777 Connecticut:
The Patriots do jail men, but they generally go free within weeks. Old documents say that the Danbury
jail rates only as a feeble excuse for a building. An icy shed with poor/no food might make anyone
enlist or hire a substitute!

Primary Source:
Letter General George Washington to Governor Jonathan Trumbull, Head Quarters Morris Town
29th March 1777
General Arnold also says in a letter of the 11th instant, that ten
Transports, appearing full of Troops, passed point Judith, to the
westward, on the 4th. This also looks as if a collection of Troops was
making at New York for some purpose or other.
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Circle All Correct Answers:
1. Joe’s mother and father both appear to be (happy) (unhappy) (delighted).
2. The Articles of War were (newspaper articles) (weapons) (an official document).
3. Major Taylor has the authority to jail a person because he is (a judge) (a sheriff) (town
clerk).
4. Joe’s father took part in (the English Civil War) (The French and Indian War).
5. Joe’s father (enjoyed) (hated) his time serving in the War against the French.

Fill in the correct word using your vocabulary list or words from your reading:
1. All of Joe’s relatives except his parents support the _________________________ side.

2. Joe thinks his father is _________________________ when Joe enters their house.
3. Joe’s parents want him to become a(n) _________________________.
4. The Patriot stockpile of _________________________ is the issue for the British.
5. Joe believes that everyone in Danbury knows that his father is headed to ________________.

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“I felt furious with my grandfather for telling me such a half-truth that it became a total lie.”



Answer using at least two details from the chapter.
Be sure to include an explanation of who is speaking, who is spoken about, and the context.
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Things to Talk About:
1. If family members act upset or ill, do others ever mistake those conditions for anger, as Joe
does?
2. Is there any similarity between Joe’s parents sending him away from war and other parents’
attempts to protect young folk from illness or other injury?
3. Compare the emotional effect on soldiers who witness atrocities during the French and Indian
War to the effect of COVID and the increased gun violence witnessed by healthcare workers
and police officers today.

Reminders of the French and Indian War:
This flag and song remain with us today!
Benjamin Franklin proposed the linking of the colonies during the French and Indian War. Although
the idea met rejection at the time, the drawing he printed in his newspaper is still a popular symbol
today.

“Yankee Doodle” came from the British troops during the French and Indian War as they made fun
of sloppily dressed, poorly mounted, and poorly equipped Americans.
Some stanzas make no sense to us today and are omitted, but here’s part of the original
Yankee Doodle went to town
A-riding on a pony,
Stuck a feather in his cap
And called it macaroni'.
1777—Danbury on Fire!
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(Macaronis were men who wore elaborate wigs and costumes for ordinary clothes.
Chorus to repeat:
Yankee Doodle keep it up,
Yankee Doodle dandy,
Mind the music and the step,
And with the girls be handy.
Fath'r and I went down to camp,
Along with Captain Gooding,
And there we saw the men and boys
As thick as hasty pudding.
(Hasty Pudding was a popular dessert.)
Chorus
And there we saw a thousand men
As rich as Squire David,
And what they wasted every day,
I wish it could be sav-ed.
And there I see a swamping gun
Large as a log of maple,
Upon a deuced little cart,
A load for father's cattle.
(Note: “swamping” is an old-time word for huge.
The singer means the gun is a heavy load for an ox team.)
And every time they shoot it off,
It takes a horn of powder,
and makes a noise like father's gun,
Only a nation louder.
And Cap'n Davis had a gun,
He kind of clapt his hand on't
And stuck a crooked stabbing iron
Upon the little end on't
(Meaning he mounted a bayonet.)
And there I see a pumpkin shell
As big as mother's bason,
1777—Danbury on Fire!
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And every time they touched it off
They scampered like the nation.
(Meaning use of pumpkins instead of cannon balls)
And there was Cap'n Washington,
And gentle folks about him;
They say he's grown so 'tarnal proud
He will not ride without em'.
I see another snarl of men
A digging graves they told me,
So 'tarnal long, so 'tarnal deep,
They 'tended they should hold me.
(“’tarnal” meaning eternal)
It scared me so, I hooked it off,
Nor stopped, as I remember,
Nor turned about till I got home,
Locked up in mother's chamber.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Here’s the Story:
Joe contemplates apprenticeship and starting a new life, perhaps in better circumstances.
Joe discovers that his father was thrown from his vicious horse and seems to be hurt. His father’s
anger boils over when he needs help from Joe’s friend, Lockwood, a Patriot. Deeply disturbed by his
father’s accusations against both his own grandfather and Lockwood, Joe races off, determined to
learn the truth.

Historical Background:
During the late 1700s, boys go to college at fifteen and graduate at eighteen. The original purpose of
colleges is the training of Congregational ministers. The school Joe attends teaches Latin and Greek
because college courses require constant translating. The only medical colleges in the colonies are in
New York and Philadelphia, so most future medical doctors follow David Weed’s plan of
apprenticeship, as do some lawyers. The number one choice of the wealthy elite is a college education,
if only to meet people and gain perspective on the larger world.

Real Life in 1777 Danbury:
Joe’s two uncles, Judge Tom Benedict and Danbury town lawyer Thaddeus (Tad) Benedict apprentice
with their father Judge Thomas Benedict; however, young Thaddeus Benedict, Jr. attends Yale College
in New haven Connecticut.

Circle all Correct Answers:
1. The Danbury Patriot commissary is a warehouse for (the rebels) (the British troops)
(where anyone can buy).
2. Joe’s father’s (gun) (tricorn hat) (saddle) is smashed in an accident.
3. The Patriots forbid people to buy items from (France) (Florida) (England).
4. Joe’s father warns him against (smallpox) (laziness) (his grandfather).
5. Joe’s father says Lambert Lockwood is responsible for the death of (his horse) (his father)
(his brother).
1777—Danbury on Fire!
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Fill in the correct word using your vocabulary list or words from your reading:
1. A leather-making business is called a _________________________.
2. Joe’s father made a deal to trade away a_________________________ he didn’t own.
3. Joe’s father can’t buy a saddle pad because he has no _________________________.
4. Joe’s father refuses to ask for help from his own________________________, who
threatened him with jail for not enlisting with the Patriots.
5. Lockwood has _________________________ told Joe about his brother.

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“Just don’t get mixed up in rebel business or you’ll end up the same way!”



Be sure to include at least 2 details from the chapter in your response.
Be sure to explain who the speaker is, who is spoken about, and the context.

Things to Talk About:
1. It might sound bold and daring to ride dangerous horses, but is it wise? Why does Joe's
father continue riding a dangerous animal?
2. Look up the term PTSD (post-traumatic stress disorder) and decide whether any of the
book’s characters might have PTSD. What causes this condition?
3. Joe’s father fears that Captain Hamilton will talk Joe into becoming a Patriot. Why does
he think Joe will come to a bad end?
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Fun Stuff:
Want to learn a useful craft that was common in 1777? Modern fuels for heat and light were unknown
in the colonies. Lack of reading material meant that a cooking fire and a single candle might be the
only light needed in the house. Candles were considered high-dollar items.
Oil seeping from the ground was occasionally used for light, but it smelled bad. People digging for
water didn’t like finding oil instead!
Candles made of tallow (boiled beef fat) and beeswax joined rushlights (a cheaper light made from
twisted rush plants dipped in any grease obtainable). A difficult and costly alternative was bayberry
wax, which smelled as delightful as a tallow candle smelled bad. (Whale oil products smelled worse!)
The blog below explains different ingredients, from beeswax to soy wax. Paraffin, made from
petroleum, is the least expensive and most popular today, with a choice of many added aromas,
including the bayberry beloved by colonials. Candle-making material sells in most hobby shops.
https://candletech.com/candle-making/how-to-make-hand-dipped-taper-candles/
You may save money on gifts with this new skillset. Or start a business!
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CHAPTER SIX
Here’s the Story:
Joe finds Lockwood deep in discussion about the “boats” story. Joe confides that he has no idea what
trade he wants to learn. The result is an invitation to a Patriot army camp to observe various trades.
Joe asks probing questions about rebel guns and gunpowder, irritating Lockwood to the point of
admitting the true (bad) Patriot situation. Joe notes that secrets carry a hidden problem: a person can
reveal them without knowing that he’s done so.

Historical Background:
The Danbury Patriots control buildings packed full of army goods, but no assigned guard is set. During
April, a contingent of Continental Army soldiers reside in the military hospital (1 room up and 4 down)
while receiving smallpox inoculation. Now their time is up. Instead of remaining in Danbury, they are
ordered away.

Real Life in 1777 Danbury:
Leaving the Danbury commissary unguarded is a concern for General Parsons, who left Danbury
earlier in the week. A letter to General Washington (page 30 in the book) tells that General Parsons
wants to repurpose Colonel Jedediah Huntington’s troops. General Parsons is a general, but still must
do as George Washington requests.

Circle all Correct Answers:
1. The Inn is a gathering place for (Loyalists) (Patriots).
2. The new men in town are telling (the truth) (lies) (maybe either one) about the boats.
3. Lambert Lockwood takes Joe to (his home) (a saddle shop) (the militia stable) to get a saddle
pad.
4. Lockwood tells Joe that the black stallion will (kill) (enrich) Joe’s father.
5. Does Lockwood reveal secrets about Patriot weaknesses? (Yes) (No)
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Fill in the correct word using your vocabulary list or words from your reading:
1. Joe is unable to _________________________ for the saddle pad.

2. Joe’s father knows how to weave _________________________.

3. The cloth he made sits in the Taylor’s store and does not_________________________.

4. The Continental Commissary is like a_________________________ store.

5. The _________________________corps is an army section that makes army equipment.

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“…Father was up against a wall as far as earning a living.”



Include two details from the chapter to support your response.
Include an explanation of speaker, spoken to, and context.

Things to talk About:
1. Joe has been calling Lambert by his first name. Why does he suddenly revert to “sir?” How
does a young person decide what form of address to use with adults, both relatives and others?
2. What different motives lie behind Joe’s rapid-fire questions about the Patriot war supplies?
3. What warnings did Joe’s father issue in the previous chapters? What promise has Joe already
broken?
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Fun Stuff:
Various horses appear in this book. Let’s learn more about horses and their equipment.
Here are a few words to match (You may know them already.):
1. _____Adult male horse

A. Mare

2. _____Young female horse

B. Stallion

3. _____Adult female horse

C. Foal

4. _____Baby horse of either sex

D. Filly

5. _____Young male horse

E. Colt
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Here’s the Story:
Joe’s father approves a trip to a Patriot camp, but an embarrassed Joe must borrow the neighbor girl’s
pony. Sarah Knapp was once Joe’s best friend but now ignores him. Joe’s father spits more negative
predictions in connection to Lockwood. Joe contemplates why his mother appears depressed and
angry, but no reasons appear.

Historical Background:
At the colony level stand the Patriot Committees of Correspondence. The local committee members
are generally close compatriots of the state delegates. In 1776, Colonel Joseph Platt Cook and Captain
Daniel Taylor are the Danbury representatives in the colony legislature. In 1777, Captain Richard
Shute and Captain Eli Mygatt are the Assembly representatives. All four of these men are Patriot
officers. Do they really represent all of the Danbury residents?

Real Life in 1777 Danbury:
The formation of the Danbury Committee of Inspection is approved in a town meeting led by Captain
Thomas Stevens and recorded by Major Taylor in December of 1774. (See page 218 in the text.)
The next February the pro-committee vote is thrown out. The vote to do so tallies 106 (Loyalist) to
86 (Patriot). 60 persons “protested.” The meeting is again led by Captain Thomas Stevens and this
time signed by Dr. John Wood, who functioned as a Major at the Patriot Commissary.
The Loyalists have their say, but the Committee continues, just as before.
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True or False? Mark the correct answers.
1. The Tories vote in the Danbury town meetings.
True _____

False _____

2. A Committee of Safety or Inspection formed in every Connecticut town.
True _____

False _____

3. Leading Patriots oppose the Committee of Safety.
True _____

False _____

4. Patriots would not rent to a pacifist.
True _____

False _____

5. Sarah Knapp used to go to Joe’s school.
True _____

False _____

Fill in the correct word using your vocabulary list or words from your reading:
1. Lambert’s horse’s name is_________________________.

2. Mr. McLean sent the gun stockpile to _________________________.

3.The Patriots used up their_________________________ while training.

4. A flint is a part on a _________________________.

5. Benjamin Franklin opposed the _________________________inoculation.

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“Learn to do what is necessary to achieve your goals.”



Include two details from the text to support your answer.
Be sure to include speaker, spoken to, and context.
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Things to Talk About:
1. Joe’s father makes serious accusations regarding Patriots in general and Lockwood in
particular. How would Joe feel about these statements?
2. What might be the cause of Mrs. Hamilton’s remark about being in an “unfortunate position?”
3. In 1777, two types of money exist: British pounds and American dollars. Today, two types of
money exist, American dollars and bitcoin. Is bitcoin real? If ordinary citizens can’t figure out
how to use it, why does bitcoin exist? Do any laws regulate or control bitcoin?

Fun Stuff:
1775 dollars were backed by Spanish money, featuring coins made of real gold. Today, paper money
is issued with the idea that it represents a background commodity of real value. (Think of shares in a
giant company.) During the Revolution (and for many years), gold was considered the correct basis
for currency, which was why Spanish doubloons were commonly traded in American stores.
The US adopted the gold idea from early times but went off the gold system in 1971. The country still
owns a tremendous stash of gold in Fort Knox, Kentucky. Estimates vary, but most a recent mention
said 6 billion dollars in gold bars and coins resides there.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
Here’s the Story:
Sarah Knapp appears, looking overworked and driven to tears by her brother and sisters. Without a
word to Joe, she enlists him to babysit her little brother while the boy rides the Knapp pony. On his
return to the barn, Joe overhears Tory Mr. Knapp and Joe’s pacifist father swear friendship and mutual
support in opposing a war. They also agree that the boats mean nothing dangerous for the town.

Historical Background:
Only a few miles across the water from New York lay Connecticut, but boats go where the wind and
current take them. If faced directly into a wind, the trip may take much longer than planned. It seems
not to have occurred to the Patriots that their military activities inland were fully reported to the British
by local spies.

Real Life in 1777 Danbury:
Mr. Benjamin Knapp, a prominent merchant in Danbury, runs a leather-tanning business on the banks
of the Still River. We know that he has apprentices because he runs a newspaper ad for a runaway
apprentice, (although this occurred after 1777). We also know that his four children are real, and his
wife is sick in bed this very week.

Fill in the correct word using your vocabulary list or words from your reading:
1. Joe must borrow a _________________________ to ride to the army camp.

2. Where is Joe afraid of falling off the pony? _________________________.

3. The British Army saved the colonies from the _________________________.

4.Joe’s father and Mr. Knapp agree to watch over each other’s _________________________.
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Check true or false:
1. Joe does not care that Sarah now looks miserable.
True _____ False _____
2. Joe believes that he and Sarah were never good friends.
True _____ False _____
3. Mr. Knapp is not friendly with Joe’s father.
True _____ False _____
4. Sarah appears exhausted from playing too hard.
True _____ False _____

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“We have to suffocate this revolt before an explosion occurs.”



Include two details from the chapter to support your answer.
Be sure to explain speaker, spoken to, and context.

Things to talk about:
1. Should Joe try to repair his friendship with Sarah?
2. What are some reasons why many persons did not want to oppose the British?
3. How do we know that Mr. Knapp considers that the “boats” story may be true?
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Fun stuff:
Joe is supposed to choose a trade by the next day. Make a list of possible jobs in 1777. Then create a
list for today. Ask adults what their ideas were when they were young and how many different jobs
they’ve had since then!
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CHAPTER NINE
Here’s the Story:
Joe feels surprise at Mercy’s remark that Sarah wanted Joe to come to her house, so he starts a
conversation, which opens a hornet’s nest of anger. Joe’s grandfather caused Sarah’s confused
remarks, but Joe can’t trace any interaction between the homebound girl and the old man.

Historical Background:
That the Patriots would grab anything loose is no fairy tale. The main purpose of the Committees is
providing the soldiers with food, clothing, and necessary mounts. Let the generals worry about
gunpowder and cannon: small-town committees struggle to scrounge boots and blankets, even from
the poor. They might pay a small sum for largescale confiscation or a gun or horse, but not full value.

Real Life in 1777 Danbury:
No girls are admitted to college in the Colonies. Formal education is over. Most girls’ educations
concern learning to sew, embroider, spin, and prepare foods for storage. The only place Sarah could
have found a book in 1777 Danbury is the tiny Franklin Library in Eli Mygatt’s Main Street drug store.
Captain Hamilton’s wife can sign her name, although his mother cannot. Anner Hamilton (Uncle
John’s wife) cannot, even as an older woman.

Fill in the correct word using your vocabulary list or words from your reading:
1. Sarah Knapp’s little sister’s name is _________________________.
2. The Knapp children’s dinner always comes from a _________________________.
3. Sarah Knapp dropped out of school because her mother is ________________________.
4. If the British catch Joe’s grandfather, he could be ________________________.
5. Sarah’s accusations involve a horse and Joe’s _________________________.
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Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“It looks to me like the Patriots don’t have any money. Or they print it.”



Include two details from the text to support your explanation.
Explain speaker, spoken to, and context.

Things to talk about:
1. Joe thinks he wants to choose a trade by how happy the tradesmen look. Does that sound like
a good idea for today? Check the internet to find out if polling organizations rate companies
for happy employees.
2. Do people today appreciate it when tax money is spent on beautiful things? What nice things
or experiences does present-day tax money pay for?
3. Is it good to do as Sarah did and let out the cause of her anger? Will that make Sarah’s storedup anger go away?

Just for Fun:
Search the internet for William Shakespeare’s play Richard III.
Find out why Joe said that the English king “had it in for people my age.”
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CHAPTER TEN
Here’s the Story:
Joe finds it difficult to keep up with Lockwood’s mare and tries to slow their pace by making questions
fly. Joe investigates Grandfather Hamilton’s activities, discovering that the quiet old farmer is a master
organizer. He also compels men to enlist, as well as “donate” possessions to the Patriot cause.

Historical Background:
Dr. Foster is the head of the “Medical Department of the North.” In March of 1777, a military hospital
is established in Danbury on the corner of Park and Pleasant Streets. Dr. Foster has charge of smallpox
inoculations for Colonel Jedidiah Huntington’s regiment of Continental soldiers, who are now
prepared to leave Danbury on Monday, April 28th.

Real Life in 1777 Danbury:
Lambert Lockwood’s older stepbrother runs a large hardware store in Norwalk, Connecticut. Lambert
apprentices there when he is fifteen. Although now only twenty, Lambert is uniquely qualified to work
in the commissary. In later life, he owns a large hardware store in Bridgeport, Connecticut.

Primary Source:
The Journal of the Continental Congress read: July 27, 1775
The Congress took into consideration the report of the committee on establishing an
hospital for the Army, and the same being debated, was agreed to as follows: That
for the establishment of an hospital for the Army, consisting of twenty thousand men,
the following officers . . . be appointed, with the following allowance or pay, viz:
One director-general and chief physician, his pay per day, four dollars.
Four surgeons, each ditto, one and one-third of a dollar.…The Duty of the
Above Officers The director to furnish medicines, bedding, and all other
necessaries, to pay for the same…

A different world, where a surgeon received $1.33 per day!
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Check True or False:
1. There’s plenty of everything to equip the troops.
True________False_________
2. It’s easy to ride a horse, even if you don’t have a saddle.
True________False_________
3. Grandfather Hamilton has no official position in Danbury
True________False_________
4. The artificer company makes troop supplies.
True________False__________
5. Patriot soldiers receive regular paychecks.
True________False__________

Fill in the correct word using your vocabulary list or words from your reading:
1. Captain _________________________organized the artificer company.
2. Captain Hamilton organized the _________________________schools.
3. Captain Hamilton would require young men to _________________________ as soldiers.
4. Joe’s questions about the Patriots make Lambert _________________________.
5. Joe wishes he had a _________________________.

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“A suspicion arose in me that those deeds possessed a life of their own.”



Include two details from the text.
Be sure to include an explanation of speaker, spoken to, and context.
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Things to talk about:
1. Why does Joe feel that his parents and the war have destroyed his relationship with his
grandfather?
2. Since we know the fighting soldiers have little to eat or wear, what steps have the Patriots
taken to fix this bad situation?
3. Lambert seems angry at Joe’s questions about the Patriot army. Why would that affect him
that way?

NOT Fun Stuff:
Colonel Jedediah Huntington’s regiment had their inoculations
against smallpox about a month ago before the story takes place.
They remained in the hospital because in those days, people could
contract smallpox from the live virus inoculation. Live virus is not
used for inoculations now.
Smallpox plagued all colonies. In 1777 alone, more than one
hundred thousand people in North America died of smallpox
epidemics. To halt the spread of the disease, General Washington
made the controversial decision to have all soldiers inoculated. The
Danbury hospital under Dr. Foster provided a safe place to use
real live smallpox germs.
One study suggests that for every soldier who fell to the British,
ten died from some sort of disease.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
Here’s the Story:
At the army camp, Joe is thrown by the pony. Lockwood explains that Sarah’s father had purchased
two horse who were now the property of the Continental Army, thanks to Patriot confiscation. Joe
makes the connection to Sarah’s anger. Joe’s Cousin Josh is found among the artificers, leading Joe to
decide on saddlery for a trade. Joe’s not surprised when the adults admit that it’s impossible to defend
Danbury.

Historical Background:
On almost this very day, General Parsons receives word from General Washington that Colonel
Huntington’s troops are needed at Peekskill, New York. It never seems to have occurred to anyone
except General Parsons that Danbury could be raided.

Real Life in 1777 Danbury:
April is time for farmers to plow their fields. Homeowners needed large gardens to feed their families.
Renting animals to plow made a fine business investment because few people owned a horse or ox.
We do not know that Mr. Knapp did this, but it was logical.

Match the words:
1. ____ picket line

A. tradesman working for the army

2. ____ artificer

B. spike for making holes

3. ____ Continental Army

C. part of an ox harness

4. ____ awl

D. line of tied animals

5. ____ an ox-yoke

E. army of Gen. Washington
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Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“Men and boys always talk about “going to war.” They never think that war is coming to them.”



Include two details from the text.
In your explanation, be sure to include speaker, spoken to, and context.

Subjects to talk about:
1. Compare the above quote about war with the way many people approached the recent
pandemic.
2. Joe has the idea that he wants to be a teamster, but Lockwood explains the idea away by
emphasizing its dangers, including the risk of confiscation of horses. What exotic and
dangerous jobs might young people fantasize about today?
3. How does Joe feels when Lockwood tells him that the Patriots will never give up? How will
this influence Joe’s relationship with his father?

Fun Stuff:
Here are horse-driving videos. Copy and paste into a browser.
Is it any wonder Dr. Starr wanted David Weed to harness and drive his pony?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nO9PdLdzwOQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AtZVWPsCnZc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2pgQeZr_uAo
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CHAPTER TWELVE
Here’s the Story:
On the ride home, Lockwood tells of the hated Danbury spy, Enoch Crosby. Joe finds it difficult to
believe that anyone could fool his grandfather, Captain Hamilton, and vows to investigate. Joe and
Lockwood next meet the wife of the commissary chief. She is leaving Danbury “…before it’s too
late.” Lockwood appears shaken by the encounter. Later, Joe observes unusual activity at the tavern.

Historical Timeline:
Enoch Crosby came to Danbury ten years before and set up shop as a cobbler. In the muster rolls in
the back of the book, you see his name for the Danbury militia’s 1775 expedition to conquer Canada.
But then one day in August of 1776, Crosby meets a Tory, a very pleasant Tory, who worries about
Crosby going to New York alone and invites him home for dinner….

Real Life in 1777 Danbury:
Right after Joe and Lockwood discuss the spy (page 60), a paragraph appears about an owl searching
for a victim. The short tale is meant to replicate a human spy hunting for a victim. This is called an
allegory.

Definition
allegory: T he expression of truths or generalizations about human existence by means of
symbolic fictional figures and actions.
from Merriam-Webster Dictionary

Match the words:
1. ____ Enoch Crosby

A. Commissary officer

2. ____ “The Oppressor”

B. Tavern owner

3. ____ Josh Benedict

C. The British Government

4. ____ Lt. Clark

D. British spy

5. ____ Lambert Lockwood

E. Joe’s cousin, the saddler
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Fill in the correct word using your vocabulary list or words from your reading:
1. The Continental troops are in Danbury for smallpox_______________________.
2. Josh Benedict had a _________________________shop in Danbury.
3. Lambert Lockwood does not seem to worry about the _________________________.
4.The Patriots would not let Americans to buy goods from _________________________.
5. Joe’s father traded a horse that belonged to Joe’s_________________________.

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“My parents seemed like splinters knocked from a larger piece of wood.”



In your response, include two details from the text.
Be sure to include an explanation of speaker, spoken to, and context.

Things to talk about:
1. Why does Joe compare his mother to Mrs. McLean?
2. What is Joe’s opinion of the artificers’ plans in case of attack?
3. Does Joe believe that Josh can put the family back together? How does Joe feel about that
possibility?

Fun Stuff:
No artificers now exist in the United States armed
forces, but the job (not rank) of artificer remained in
the British navy until 2010. These last artificers were
trained in electronics and/or heavy weaponry,
including sonar and radar installation and repair!
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN
Here’s the Story:
Joe’s father approves Joe’s decision to learn saddlery. In the house, Joe’s Mother sounds rebellious,
but her dinner shows signs of food bills being paid. But how? When Joe asks about the spy, Crosby,
his father’s condemnation of the spy is followed by a strange, mumbled remark. Shearing Mr. Knapp’s
sheep provides an excuse for Joe to tell Sarah he found her horse. A repair of the relationship is
planned for Saturday morning.

Historical Background:
The British set sail from Long Island several days earlier in the week. Tremendous headwinds keep
the boats from landing, although the distance from New York is short. Sailboats fight a headwind by
tacking back and forth across it, which slows the boats’ direct progress. Therefore, the news has been
out for a long time ─ so long that it seems unlikely that the boats are headed for Danbury.

Real Life in 1777 Danbury
A horse can trot at a speed of 10 miles per hour.
It is 20 miles from Danbury to the coast. The roads in those days consist of paths, not paved or
graveled. Road maintenance means shoveling dirt from the side of the road into a hole. Teams cannot
pass on narrow tracks. Progress by wagon comes far more slowly than by riding a horse.
Boats provide steady progress, even at night. Therefore, possible British invasion of the Hudson River
Patriot posts (Peekskill, West Point, and Fishkill) counts as the first concern in General Washington’s
mind. Colonel Huntington is ordered to take his troops to Peekskill, New York, on Monday.

Match the words:
1. ____ Arthur and Merlin

A. Mr. Knapp’s former horses

2. ____ Sarah Knapp’s riding horse

B. sheep

3. ____ source of woolen cloth

C. Arthur

4. ____ item used to sharpen shears

D. whetstone

5. ____ Pacifists

E. Quakers
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Fill in the correct word using your vocabulary list or words from your reading:
1. Joe’s father _________________________ Joe’s decision to learn saddlery.
2. Joe receives his first purchase order for a(n) _________________________.
3. Sheep get _________________________to harvest their wool.
4. Sarah is happy that Joe saw her _________________________.
5. Sarah wants Joe to light the _________________________tomorrow.

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“A steely look entered Mother’s eyes.”



Be sure to include two details from the text.
In your explanation, include speaker, who is spoken about, and the context.

Things to talk about:
1. When Joe returns home, he does “selective reporting,” ─ not telling things that might upset
his father. Why do some persons only reveal the best and others always tell the worst? Is
“selective reporting” common when talking to adults or friends?
2. After selecting a trade, Joe’s departure from Danbury seems to be coming soon. How do
people usually react to being told that an unwelcome action is “for your own good.” What
would boys today feel about leaving home at thirteen to start real jobs ?
3. Where do you think the mother’s rebellious attitude will lead her? And lead Joe?

Just for fun:
Think a saddler is a low-paying job? Many English and
western saddles cost a lot. Checkout the websites for Dover
Saddlery and Smartpak Equine to find yours!
The good news: a fine saddle may last for 20 years.
And eBay shows over 2,000 used saddles for sale!
This western saddle sold for $650,000 at a
charity auction in the Middle East!

CHAPTER FOURTEEN
Here’s the story:
A relative awakens the Hamilton family while shouting that the British are invading. The Patriot
relative is sharply turned away by Joe’s father. After the sheep-shearing begins, Joe’s father cautiously
asks Mr. Knapp what would happen if a Patriot hothead fired at the British. Mr. Knapp reassures him
that no one would do such an ill-advised action.
Then Captain Hamilton appears.

Historical timeline:

From History of Ridgefield, by George L. Rockwell, 1927

Real life in 1777 Danbury:
A far more massive event than anyone had expected is coming up the road from Westport. Two spies,
both originally from Danbury, lead the way. Residents with the ability to leave town do so. That
includes the militia.

Match the words:
1. ____ Reverend White

A. Pacifist Danbury minister

2. ____ People moving to Canada

B. Chicks

3. ____ Source of recent money

C. The Number One British official in America

4. ____ Lord Howe

D. Hartford, Connecticut Newspaper

5. ____ Hartford Courant

E. Tories
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Fill in the correct word using your vocabulary list or words from your reading:
1. The British troops are coming with six_________________________.
2. The British boats sailed from _________________________to Connecticut.
3. Joe’s father want to sell his _________________________ to the British.
4. All the Knapps’ Tory friends moved to _________________________.
5. British policy was not to make the revolution _________________________.

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“Your alleged commissary collected guns and made no secret of it. What result did you expect?”



Be sure to include two details from the text.
In your explanation, include speaker, spoken to, and context.

Things to talk about:
1. The father’s quote above is true. What factors contributed to Patriot poor planning?
2. What factors contributed to the British army’s organization and strength?
3. Why did the drummer, a Patriot, decide to stop at Joe’s house when he knows the father is
not on the Patriots’ side?

Fun stuff: (Maybe!)
Here’s a video of shearing with hand shears, the way Mr. Knapp would have done it. A helper like
Joe would speed things up! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QiW3-lwbFxY
This video gives an idea of how hard this task really is, even with electric shears.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NEtDP3PFTo4

The Shears:

The Sheep:
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN
Here’s the Story:
Joe’s grandfather demands that Joe’s father ride with the militia. Joe’s father refuses. Captain Hamilton
threatens to take their house, then rides away. Joe asks how his grandfather could take Mr. Knapp’s
house. Joe’s pacifist father, sworn to protect his Tory friend, prepares to leave town with the militia.
He knows that if he doesn’t go, his friend and benefactor will lose everything.

Historical Timeline:
Captain Noble Benedict and Colonel Huntington lead the militia to join such Patriot forces as they
can collect. The British arrive in Danbury close to 1 p.m. The sun comes out for just a moment as the
British enter town. Then the weather changes ─ in many different ways.

Real life in 1777 Danbury:
The individuals named are real and do as mentioned, from Major Taylor’s muddy child to Mrs. Clark’s
determined carriage ride. The Tories, however, look forward to meeting famous generals, who would
reinstitute the peace that everyone longs for.

Match the words:
1. _____ war profiteer

A. Captain Silas Hamilton

2. _____ “the old Indian-fighter”

B. Major Taylor’s store

3. _____ old and inaccurate gun

C. person making money from war

4. _____ where the Hamilton’s cloth is

D. essential item for a musket

5. _____ flint

E. blunderbuss

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“The old Indian fighter will kill us all before he’s done.”



Use at least two details from the text to support your response.
In your explanation, be sure to explain speaker, spoken to, and context.
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Things to talk about:
1. Joe’s father paints an imaginary picture of what the family owns, including piglets that haven’t
been born yet. Then he seems surprised that the family has no money. How does this relate
to the way some people live their lives today?
2. Knowing that he’s headed to jail, Joe’s father refuses to help the militia. Give an opinion about
the way Grandfather Hamilton forces him to comply – by threatening Mr. Knapp?
3. Why does Grandfather Hamilton drop his responsibility to the militia and rush off to save the
family’s cloth? What would have happened if Joe’s father had attempted this daring feat?

Fun Stuff:
The British landed at Compo Beach, between Westport and Norwalk.
The stature below stands at almost the exact spot where the British boats landed.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN
Here’s the Story:
Joe races to see the British arrival but is witness to an horrific event. When he runs away, Joe feels
that he’s not only a coward, but will have a price to pay when his parents find out. He next witnesses
a home invasion where Patriots shoot at the British. Terrified, Joe runs home, determined to cover up
his cowardice by pretending that he saw nothing.

Historical Timeline:
The British do not want to incite open violence. The mass of troops is intended to prevent the Patriots
from fighting back. Major Daniel Starr and his officer son Ezra leave their house in Danbury in the
care of an African-American slave belonging to friends. A passer-by also enters the house. A Starr
relative appears, too. There are different versions of which of them fires first, but the net result is five
men dead.

Real Life in 1777 Danbury:
Persons remaining in Danbury hide. Chimneys show no fire; window shutters stay closed in midday.
All businesses close. More than 2,000 troops and 2,500 residents have nowhere to obtain a drink or a
meal. What are British soldiers to do for food and drink after walking/riding twenty miles?

Match the Words:
1. _____ mounted troops

A. Loyalists/Tories

2. _____ sniper

B. red flannel

3. _____ bigwig

C. sharpshooter

4. _____ bolt of cloth

D. important person

5. _____ Americans on the British side

E. cavalry
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Circle all Correct Answers:
1. When being chased, Joe’s grandfather (speeds up) (slows down).
2. Joe fears what will happen if it (snows) (rains).
3. The old man in the house (hates) (admires) Captain Hamilton.
4. The British troops set up a roadblock (near to) (far away from) Joe’s house.
5. Joe feels ashamed that he has (felt sick) (run away).

Fill in the correct word(s) from your vocabulary list or from your reading:
1. The home invasion happened at the house of a(n) _________________________.
2. The old man in the butcher shop slammed the _____________________ when Joe tried to get in.
3. Joe dreads finding his grandfather’s _________________________.
4. _________________________troops are stationed on the road the militia took out of town.
5. Joe plans to _________________________ to his mother about what he saw.

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“It felt disloyal to have any memories at all.”



Include at least two details from the text in your response.
Be sure to explain speaker, spoken to, and context.

Things to Talk About:
1. How could the quotation “It felt disloyal to have any memories at all” apply to some families
today?
2. Joe recognizes that the situation he watches could escape control. What goes into his
decision to back away when the soldiers are only stopped in the road?
3. Why is Joe unwilling to tell his mother that such serious events happened?

Fun stuff:
Who else escaped the same way as Captain Hamilton?
John McLean, the head of the commissary, remains in Danbury after sending his horse team to West
Point with the commissary’s guns. He sends his wife and children to safety with his ox team. But John
McLean still has one horse left in his barn!
Right after Captain Hamilton escapes, John McLean bursts out from behind his house at 3 Town
Street and races away, bullets grazing his clothes. His family sets up housekeeping in Stony Hill. Stony
Hill lay close to Danbury, in modern Bethel.
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN
Here’s the Story:
Joe avoids telling his mother about the incidents in town by asking questions. He begins to understand
why his father acts deranged and why his grandfather is a wanted man. Canon fire interrupts the
conversation, and the pair take shelter in the barn belonging to Mr. Knapp.

Historical Timeline:
To further deter Patriots from attacking the British troops, cannon come into play, but not as
punishment, more as a deterrent to Patriot revenge. No one Is injured and no houses damaged. The
troops stationed at the Barren Plain bridge stand watch for any surprise attacks. None come.

Real Life in 1777 Danbury:
Benjamin Knapp, a leading Tory, is a popular and social merchant. His large house is ideal for two
British generals and their aides to invite themselves to stay. The old documents state that Mrs. Knapp
remains bedridden, so someone must have aided in supervising the dinner, although not Mrs.
Hamilton.

Match the Words:
1. _____ epidemic

A. female sheep

2. _____ ewes

B. putrid fever

3. _____ Committee of Inspection

C. a small battle quickly decided

4. _____ skirmish

D. Patriot officials in control of town

5. _____ Uncle Tom and Uncle Tad

E. Joe’s mother’s brothers
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Fill in the correct word using your vocabulary list or words from your reading:
1. Joe’s uncles never remember Joe’s _________________________.
2. Joe believes that his father is a(n) _________________________.
3. During the putrid fever, Joe lived at _________________________.
4. During the epidemic, everyone took turns _________________________ Joe.
5. The soldiers at the bridge knew the cannon would_________________________.

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“My whole family would meet the Hamiltons at the gallows.”



Be sure to explain the quote using two details from the text.
In your response, explain speaker, spoken to, and context.

Things to Talk About:
1. Joe discovers that an epidemic killed many Danbury children in 1775, when he was eleven,
but the family kept the real facts secret from Joe. Do you think that was a bad thing or a
good thing, considering his age? If something bad happened, would you want adults to
protect you by hiding the truth, or would you want to know the real situation? Why?
2. How might Joe be affected by the discovery that his father is not a coward?
3. Why did Joe not say anything about the revelation that his mother’s brothers and his
grandfather could all by legally murdered for being traitors?

Fun Stuff:
British six-pounder of the Revolution
This type of cannon is used in battle reenactments,
frequently occurring at historical battle sites.
If you would like to purchase artillery, read below and
“Call for pricing!”!
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN
Here’s the Story:
The British soldiers approach Joe and Sarah with drawn guns, then explain that the British high
command will arrive for an overnight. Mr. Knapp enlists Mrs. Hamilton’s help in preparing dinner,
since his own wife is unwell. Joe is anxious for the event, in hopes that he can discover his
grandfather’s fate. Joe and the Knapp family dress for company.

Historical Timeline:
The British travel with many officers, all anxious to find lodging. Half go to Benjamin Knapp’s home
and half elsewhere. Occupying armies often force residents to accept troops, but Loyalist Tories might
truly enjoy an opportunity to meet different people, especially nobility and generals whom they would
normally never see.

Real Life in Danbury:
Most Danbury residents shelter in New Milford, the next “big” town to the north. The remaining
residents do not know where the militia is. The populace does know that it’s going to be a long rainy
night in total darkness, with no information. They may know that Connecticut is the proud owner of
four top generals: Gold Selleck Silliman, Benedict Arnold, Israel Putnam, and David Wooster. Three
of these were expected to come to Danbury’s defense, but who would be shot in the process?

Match the Words:
1. _____ cocked hat

A. tricorn

2. _____ William Erskine

B. loaf

3. _____ special treat

C. British General

4. _____ old-time sugar

D. wheat bread

5. _____ British knight

E. carries title “Sir”
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Fill in the correct word using your vocabulary list or words from your reading:
1. Normal bread in 1777 Danbury is made of _________________________.
2. Joe hopes the British reveal what happened to his _________________________.
3. Joe’s church clothes don’t fit because he has _________________________.
4. Mr. Knapp’s kitchen features a built-in _________________________.
5. Joe wears his mother’s stockings to imitate _________________________.

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“Adults always bragged about everything, especially the bad things they’ve done.”



Be sure to use at least two details from the text.
In your explanation, include speaker and context.

Thing to Talk About:
1. The fictional soldiers at the bridge look down on Americans because British law bans slavery,
but it’s allowed in America. Could this attitude have affected real British soldiers?
2. The dinner party made Joe’s mother perk up because she had something important to do.
Does this apply to our lives today, including persons of all ages?
3. Is it surprising that real-life Mr. Knapp hosted a dinner party for the British?

Fun Stuff:
The only illustration in 1777 is the Knapp’s
house. No photographs existed before the
1800s, so where did this picture come from
and why?
In the 1840s, Benjamin Lossing decided that
all recollection and knowledge of the
Revolution would soon be lost if drawings
weren’t created and interviews held with
survivors. Every march and memory
deserved to be recreated.
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Lossing traveled to Danbury because of the fame of the events pictured in the book. He drew this
picture from the corner of Town Street (now Main Street) by the Still River bridge. (The river is
covered and invisible there now.)
The “cottage” where the story places Joe’s family was imaginary, but Knapp’s house was real. In the
picture, you cannot see the bridge (to the left, out of the picture), but next to the bridge was the ford,
where persons could water thirsty animals. Barren Plain Road is to the right, with the house facing it.
Main Street runs north, over the bridge, leading to the turn for Bear Mountain and (eventually) to
New Milford.
Benjamin Lossing compiled his drawings and interviews into The Pictorial Field-Book of the Revolution,
published in 1850.
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CHAPTER NINETEEN
Here’s the Story:
The Benjamin Knapp household prepares for an evening event. Everyone and everything looks smart
─ except Joe’s mother, still in the faded black clothes she wears every day. Joe and Sarah plot how to
make Joe’s mother appear as her real self, rather than as the unhappy and faded person she has
become. But where exactly will her transformation end?

Historical Timeline:
The British high command selected two houses for their stay in Danbury, each at opposite ends of
the town. Any plans for military action by the Patriots were interrupted by continuous heavy rain. The
already-tired British troops entertained themselves as best they could while their officers prepared for
a fine dinner and a pleasant evening with the upper society of Danbury. Tories thrilled to entertain
Generals would have pulled out their silver and pewter. Unfortunate luck that taverns and the
Griswold Grocery were closed, leaving two thousand armed men roaming the streets while the cold
rain sank into their woolen uniforms and leather shoes.

Real life in Danbury:
The action in this chapter is fictional, although the coming party is real.

Match the Words:
1. _____ bayberry

A. soft silver-colored metal

2. _____ pewter

B. the wearing of black to honor a person’s death

3. _____ board-cloth

C. tablecloth

4. _____ mourning

D. large metal mug

5. _____ tankard

E. product boiled to make sweet-smelling candles
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Fill in the correct word using your vocabulary list or words from your reading:
1. A tanner works with smelly_________________________.
2. Old Judge Benedict, Joe’s mother’s father, died on _________________________.
3. Joe’s mother wore black for a year to honor _________________________.
4. A trivet hold the frying pan out of the _________________________.
5. Sarah’s dress and the blue ballgown are both made of _________________________.

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“In Danbury, it’s hard to escape this revolutionary fever.”



Be sure to use at least two details from the text.
In your explanation, include speaker and context.

Things to Talk About:
1. How do people indicate mourning today? (Hint: think of sports teams.)
2. Why are Joe and Sarah so intent on making Mrs. Hamilton change clothes?
3. Do you think a change of clothes will change Mrs. Hamilton’s depressed attitude? Is clothing
important to how people feel? What about the ripped clothing sold today?
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Fun Stuff: Eat what Joe ate!
The author read that the real Mr. Knapp loved cornmeal pudding, which is on the table for the dinner.
This link takes you to a great casserole recipe: https://www.marthawhite.com/recipes/onion-toppedcorn-pudding-5133
Joe samples Sarah’s Johnnycake, but what is the difference between Johnny cakes and pancakes?
Pancakes are fluffy, with ingredients like eggs, flour, milk and leavening.
Johnny cakes are the most basic form of cornbread -- a pan-fried, (sometimes unleavened) and made
from a cornmeal batter.
(Unleavened means no baking powder, yeast, or soda to make the dough rise.)

1 cup yellow cornmeal

1 cup all-purpose flour
4 teaspoons baking powder
1 tablespoon sugar
¾ teaspoon salt
2 eggs
¾ cup buttermilk (Don't have
buttermilk? Make your own: mix1 cup of milk with 1 tablespoon of
lemon juice or white vinegar.
½ cup water
¼ cup vegetable, canola or peanut oil for frying
1.
To prepare the batter, in a large bowl, whisk together cornmeal, flour, baking powder,
sugar and salt.
2.
In a large liquid measuring cup, combine eggs, buttermilk and water. Whisk until smooth.
Fry as you would pancakes!
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CHAPTER TWENTY
Here’s the Story:
The dinner party begins with Generals Agnew and Erskine and their aides. Joe discovers that his
grandfather survived. When they hear the fate of the snipers in the house, Mrs. Hamilton and Mr.
Knapp gain a new view of their guests. Joe hears a funny story told to cheer everyone up, but this
joke’s punch line is the shooting of Lambert Lockwood.

Historical Timeline:
Most of the details of the party appear in old documents because this 48 hour period is the most
shocking in Danbury history. While the two cooks may not have had those exact names, their
performance as chefs is true enough, as is the story of lambs butchered on a bloody kitchen floor.

Real Life in Danbury CT:
The document at the end of the chapter is signed by Reverend Ebenezer White. The statement is
taken by Joe’s uncle, town lawyer Thaddeus Benedict. Reverend White has been the Congregational
minister for many years before he is dismissed in favor of super-Patriot Reverend Baldwin. He starts
his own church and his son, Moss White, who has been his assistant in the Congregational Church,
takes over the Sandemanian Church. He, too, preaches pacifism. Since Reverend Baldwin’s death in
the fall of 1776, no permanent minister occupies the Congregational Church.

Match the words:
1. _____ falsetto

A. cutting up meat

2. _____ what the British butchered

B. An artificially high voice

3. _____ a cleaver’s use

C. Reverend Ebenezer White

4. ____ leader of the British expedition to Danbury

D. lambs

5. ____ attested to beheading in a legal deposition (statement)

E. General Tryon
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Fill in the correct word using your vocabulary list or your readings:
1. Joe tied up the _________________________ in Mr. Knapp’s barn.
2. Patriots shot at the British from the other side of the _________________________.
3. The British general says that the victims in the house were only _________________________.
4. Mrs. Hamilton and Mr. Knapp suddenly appear to be on opposite _________________________.
5. Lambert Lockwood’s mare ran _________________________.

Explain the quotation in a short paragraph.
“The one unclean thing about America is slavery.”



Be sure to use at least two details from the text.
In your explanation, include speaker and context.

Things to Talk About:
1. Why might the Danbury Tories have felt nervous about the events of the day in Danbury?
What two things did Mr. Knapp say that show he was not too sure what would happen?
2. Joe seems to expect his father to return during the night. Does he have any reason to think
that?
3. Joe’s father predicted Desire’s bad behavior. Does Joe’s father have a good record with his
predictions?
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Just for Fun:
General Erskine owned a lovely home in England. In this family portrait, everyone has returned from
fox hunting. His wife wears sidesaddle riding clothes. The young woman at right appears to have been
the baby-sitter, perhaps a relative. The two horse grooms earned the right to be in the portrait, too,
along with several faithful horses and hunting dogs! General Erskine must have felt very proud of his
family to have had this large portrait painted!
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CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE
Here’s the Story:
Joe rushes to the house where General Tryon, leader of the expeditions, set up headquarters. Lambert
is a prisoner there, but how Joe might enter presents a dangerous question. Joe concocts a story for
the friendly Irish door guard and discovers Lambert, who appears very ill due to dehydration.
Lambert’s childlike trust in his “friend,” General Tryon, makes Joe doubtful about Lambert’s release.

Historical Timeline:
2,000 British troops and sundry extra horses and oxen enter a village of 2,500 persons. Where will
they go? What will they eat? Steady rain lasted most of the night. What happens when exhausted men
get cold? They might want to light a fire….

Real Life in 1777 Danbury:
Generals Erskine and Agnew count as British tourists, but General Tryon visited Connecticut three
years before, during which visit he had formed an odd but enduring friendship with a teenaged
Lambert. The house where General Tryon sets up his office belongs to Nehemiah Dibble, who
conveniently disappears. The real house did look just like the Knapp house, as Joe mentions!

Match the Words:
____1. Major Starr

A. his house burned

____2. General William Tryon

B. Irish door guard

____3. Dibble house

C. leader of British

____4. Tommy Flynn

D. Tryon’s headquarters

____5. Desire

E. Lockwood’s horse
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Fill in the correct word using your vocabulary list or your readings:
1. Lambert wouldn’t drink polluted _________________________.
2. Lambert’s “little girl” is a _________________________.
3. All of Lambert’s inherited money had gone to purchase his _________________________.
4. Lambert is not afraid of General _________________________.
5. Joe leaves, taking all of Lambert’s _________________________.

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“The soldier’s face reminded me of a hungry person watching meat cook.”



Be sure to use at least two details from the text.
In your explanation, include speaker and context.

Things to talk about:
1. Joe assumes a different persona to achieve his goal of entering Tryon’s headquarters. Do
people ever temporarily “become someone else” in present-day life? Have you?
2. Lambert has referred to his 6-year-old female horse as his “little girl.” How does this
unexpectedly work to his advantage?
3. Why is the British officer so willing to find whatever drink Lambert wants?

Fun Stuff, but not really:
This chapter marks the first time that Joe notices Tommy Flynn’s extreme interest in him and in where
Joe’s parents are. This intense focus strikes Joe as strange. And he is so right.
Be very careful of strangers (or anyone), who seems to ask a lot of questions about you and your
family.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO
Here’s the Story:
Joe must steal Lambert’s horse, but with no experience with large horses, the nighttime scene frightens
him. When he seeks the help of Tommy Flynn, the Irishman’s over-friendly attitude scares Joe even
more. Depending on his own courage, Joe locates the mare, only to be stopped by British troopers.
Joe leads Desire home in dead of night while recalling threats against his family.

Historical Timeline:
The British plan to load everything moveable into the carts they had commandeered on the way to
Danbury. The Patriot plan is to await experienced professional help. They’ll meet a safe distance from
Danbury to plan their strategy.

Real Life in 1777 Danbury:
The rain begins mid-afternoon, and the work of undoing the Patriot commissary commences. Only
thing was, all work stops cold when the British troops find the brandy barrels. They then defy all
authority and riot. Chaos follows on Town Street and becomes the order of the night.

Check true or false:
1. Lambert was shot by the British.
True_______False_______.
2. If you don’t drink water, you become dehydrated.
True_______False_______.
3. If you are dehydrated, you might pass out.
True_______False_______.
4. A horse’s kick can’t hurt a person.
True_______False_______.
5. Lambert raced his horse through the British for fun.
True_______False_______.
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Fill in the correct word(s) using your vocabulary list or your readings:
1. Tryon’s headquarters were in the_________________________house.
2. Joe tries to cover Lambert’s _________________________ with his coat.
3. The troopers thought Lambert was_________________________ about knowing Tryon.
4. Joe prevents Desire from whinnying by pulling on the horse’s _________________________.
5. Joe thinks no one will look for the mare in the Hamilton’s _________________________.

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“The firelight had formed a safety zone of its own.”



Be sure to use at least two details from the text.
In your explanation, include speaker and context.

Things to talk about:
1. What three factors contribute to a boy like Joe feeling responsible for Lambert Lockwood?
2. Joe’s father predicted the mare making a fool of Lambert. What other predictions did Joe’s
father make that involve Joe? Hint: Check back to Chapter 5.
3. Name three things that worry Joe after his return home.
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Fun Stuff:
Secondary Source: History of Danbury, James Montgomery Bailey, Furr Publishing,1896
The Lockwood Report, in embarrassing detail:
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CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE
Here’s the Story:
Joe returns to the Knapp house, intent on retrieving food and drink for Lambert, but his mother’s
sharp attitude shows him that leaving her presence again won’t be easy. On pretext of feeding a British
guard, Joe slips out, only to hear a warning that the night is unsafe for anyone or anything.

Historical Timeline:
The party takes place, during which occasional potshots through Knapp property do no harm to
anyone and are intended to frighten the troops at the bridge.

Real Life in 1777 Danbury:
The Patriots remaining in Danbury cower in the dark, even as the Hamilton brothers and their father
huddle under dripping trees near Redding, waiting to hear galloping hooves.

Fill in the correct word(s) using your vocabulary list or your readings:
1. Joe tries to cover Lambert’s _________________________ with his coat.
2. The troopers tell Joe an “amusing” story about _________________________.
3. Joe prevents Desire from whinnying by twisting the horse’s _________________________.
4. Joe thinks no one will look for the mare in the Hamilton’s _________________________.
5. Joe wonders why he suddenly thinks of the British as “the other_______________________.

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“The house and Tommy Flynn had transformed into a smiling trap, luring me in.”



Be sure to use at least two details from the text.
In your explanation, include speaker and context.
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Things to talk about:
1. What might Joe’s mother think about as she waits for him to return?
2. What contributes to Joe leaving Knapp’s again without producing food and drink for Lambert?
3. Joe takes comfort from hugging the mare. Why do people today still depend on animals to
comfort bad emotions or fears?

Fun Stuff:
Once again, from The History of Danbury by Bailey and Hill, 1896
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR
Here’s the Story:
Joe enters the Dibble house, where Tryon rules. He finds Lockwood recovering and Joe again asks
leading questions to pass the time, producing startling stories. Tryon’s staff informs him of structures
set afire. They are frantic to regain control of their troops and stop the destruction of homes and
public buildings. Tryon, however, sees arson as a way to punish Patriot hardliners, while insisting that
ordinary citizens suffer no loss.

Historical Timeline:
The British had planned to stay through Sunday night, but their visit lasts barely 12 hours before the
riot. No doubt remains that a violent Patriot response will happen. When and where that will happen
now concern both sides.

Real Life in 1777 Danbury:
Most of the members of the Committee of Inspection live in town, as do the two Patriot
representatives to the colonial assembly. A spy standing at the corner of South Street and Town need
only point to indicate the right houses for destruction. It was easy to determine what houses to burn.
Captain Hamilton lives on the Bear Mountain farm, five miles from town, safe from danger.

Fill in the correct word(s) using your vocabulary list or your readings:
1. The British generals were not aware that the troops were out of ________________________.
2. The common British soldiers had nowhere to avoid the cold ________________________.
3. The soldiers came to raid the Patriot ________________________.
4. The soldiers burned Reverend White’s ________________________.
5. The British soldiers received General Tryon’s ________________________ to burn houses.

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“To me, war counted as a noble adventure. I couldn’t wait to share it.”



Be sure to use at least two details from the text.
In your explanation, include speaker and context.
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Things to talk about:
1. Was Lambert Lockwood responsible for the death of his underage brother in the
circumstances mentioned in the story? Would Lambert have qualified as deluded about war?
What situations today do young people enter into without understanding the dangers?
2. Why do the officers fear that King George will punish them for being part of the Danbury
raid?
3. Does Tryon’s final plan sound like a proper punishment for illegal activity? Might any other
alternative have ended with the British officers shooting their own soldiers?

Not Very Fun Stuff:
Does it sound inhuman when Lambert relates that both a Patriot hospital and a Patriot army
Commissary drove away Colonel Bradley’s sick and injured?
“Camp fever” wasn’t the only threat. Smallpox still presented a threat during the Civil War and later.
“A global immunization campaign officially eradicated the virus in 1980, although the last case in
the U.S. occurred much earlier, in 1947. The last documented human infection occurred in England
in 1978.”
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/who-remembersmallpox/#:~:text=Experts%20estimate%20that%20at%20least,tested%20on%20an%20infected%
20human.
Here was what happened to people who tried to help Fort Washington victims in Stratford (only 15
miles from Danbury):

As we have seen in earlier chapters, inoculation existed, but some folks resisted, just as they do today.
Read the comedy of errors in Stratford when inoculation was still against the law. This poor constable
writes to the General Assembly for guidance after discovering that the sheriff, the two justices of the
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peace, and the judge have all been inoculated! Worse yet, the two other constables (local police) are
doing the inoculating!
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE
Here’s the Story:
Joe and Lockwood wait for Tryon to write Lambert’s pass, but officers beg Tryon to leave because
the Patriots plan an ambush. Two sergeants, ignorant of Tryon’s plan, take Lockwood away, heading
for New York prison. Joe is freezing physically and shattered emotionally when a distraught Tommy
Flynn approaches. Flynn explains that the British are marking houses to ensure they aren’t burned.
Desperate to get away from the huge soldier, Joe runs home.

Historical Timeline:
The British load-up of carts begins after midnight. The commissary goods are hauled into the street
and fired, including barrels of shoes, tents, preserved meat, and grain. As the British carrying power
slows progress, their forces split so that the fighting force goes its own way, looking to keep Patriots
off the transport train, which is sent a different route.

Real Life in 1777 Danbury:
The snip in the book (page 142) states that the marking of houses begins at 2 a.m. If this had been the
original plan, it would have started the previous day when more information on who professed what
was available. This indicates that the “controlled burn” occurs only late in the event, as written in the
story.

Mark True or False:
1. Tryon wanted Lambert and Joe to go free.
True _____ False _____
2. The British officers fear Generals Wooster and Arnold.
True _____ False _____
3. Houses to be burned were marked with chalk.
True _____ False _____
4. Joe has become afraid of Tommy Flynn.
True _____ False _____
5. King Herod in the Bible marked houses to be saved.
True _____ False _____
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Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“I swear on my honor to stick by my new profession, assisting a medical man.”



Be sure to use at least two details from the text.
In your explanation, include speaker and context.

Things to talk About:
1. Earlier, Lambert had given Joe his pay. Why didn’t Joe try to bribe the sergeants?
2. Why is the colonel is the only person Joe believes can help Lambert?
3. What could cause Tommy Flynn to say he would see Joe again?

Fun Stuff:
One of the British sergeants mentions that boys make the best spies. He wasn’t the only one who
thought so!
The snip below is from Charles Burr Todd’s History of Redding
http://historyofredding.net/HRrevwar.htm#britishraid

Those boys may have resented the women’s actions, but it didn’t work out well for the boys who
stayed home!
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CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX
Here’s the Story:
Joe flees again, this time cutting through Jonah Benedict’s property, and discovers his great-uncle and
Jonah, both tied to a tree. After releasing them, he’s delegated to care for the man Lambert had
described as dying. Joe sends both men to the now-deserted Dibble house for safety and forges his
way through the smoke-filled town toward home. Discouraged at not rescuing Lambert, Joe stops to
consider what might have happened to his father.

Historical Timeline:
The sober troopers who are horrified by atrocity do not represent every British soldier on that night.
Some do not care what they do to the “traitors.” Under the law, that was the exact description of
Patriots. Patriots hung traitors.

Real Life in 1777 Danbury:
In truth, the Benedicts have been dragged from old Mathew Benedict’s house and tied around the
tree. Someone unknown rescues them, though where they found temporary shelter is unknown.

Mark the following statements true or false.
1. Some British were afraid of their own troops.
True _____ False _____
2. No one burned any Benedict property.
True _____ False _____
3. Joe wants to save Jonah’s property.
True _____ False _____
4. The rain saved many houses from the flames.
True _____ False _____
5. Nothing was stolen from Mr. Knapp.
True _____ False _____
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Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“Even if no battle happened, he was riding that killer stallion through a rainy night, surrounded by
the Patriots who had caused this disaster.”



Be sure to use at least two details from the text.
In your explanation, include speaker and context.

Things to talk about:
1. Why does Joe say, “Too much time had passed.”? What happened while Joe was with Jonah?
2. Joe isn’t able to tell whether Jonah is alive or dead. How does one know death from being
unconscious? Where and why does that line blur? What is resuscitation?
3. Why does Joe feel so disappointed when he reaches home?
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Not so Fun Stuff:
Pensions only went to Revolutionary War soldiers if they were totally without any support and unable
to work. (One man claimed to only own his clothes and a penknife.) But as time passed into the 1800s,
fewer veterans remained, and Congress voted successively larger pensions. Here is the statement of

someone we know:
March 20, 1810
“I Jonah Benedict was taken at Fort Washington and put aboard the prison ship Grosvenor lay(ing)
in the Wallabout Sargeant (?) Captain Noble Benedict was my captain, Dr. Pell was my doctor, and
Mrs. Greenslate was my nurse, they are both dead. I never was well since I was a prisoner.
Signed Jonah Benedict, in his own handwriting
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CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN
Here’s the Story:
Joe returns to the Knapp house, where everyone awaits news about the militia. Joe’s mother goes into
angry despair at hearing what had happened to Jonah. Just before dawn, Joe mentions the white X on
the Knapp house. When they go outside, they realize that the shed is on fire. Knapp cannot release
the pony and Joe cannot free Desire. The father of four decided to save Joe’s life and his own and
drags him from the building. Then Tommy Flynn, who had been sleeping in the shed, frees the pony.
Joe and Tommy combine to rescue Lambert’s mare.

Historical Timeline:
Many persons in the United Kingdom have no idea what life in America could be like. When they see
the neat houses, vacant land, the huge opportunities, they consider deserting. The previous several
days convince three soldiers to desert.

Real Life in 1777 Danbury:
Is Tommy Flynn a real person? He certainly is. Does the story happen just as the author said? Well,
maybe not, but someone takes Tommy in and gives him a job, because we know he remains in town, as
does a fifer, Harry Brocton or Brockelton.

Check True or False:
1. Mrs. Hamilton knew all about the burning houses in town.
True _____ False _____
2. Joe understands that he’s now a hero.
True _____ False _____
3. Tommy has no respect for little Mr. Knapp.
True _____ False _____
4. Sarah fears that her father might shoot someone.
True _____ False _____
5.Mr. Knapp thinks Patriots might burn his house.
True _____ False _____
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Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“I pounded the ground in fury.”



Be sure to use at least two details from the text.
In your explanation, include speaker and context.

Things to talk about:
1. Why did Joe not reveal the story of the white X as soon as he came home?
2. Why did he reveal the bad news about the neighboring house instead?
3. Who does the most genuinely heroic act, Joe or Tommy?

Fun Stuff:
The British and the Patriots exacted the same price for desertion of military duty.
Below is a diary entry for a British officer on a wintry Christmas Eve.
Here is Tommy Flynn’s regimental uniform for His majesty’s 27th Foot, the Inneskillans
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CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT
Here’s the Story:
Joe discovers that the shed fire was set on purpose and the pigs were stolen. Mr. Knapp holds Irish
Tommy Flynn at gunpoint while he questions why the man was in the burning barn. The soldier
explains that he had used Joe to find a safe haven. Knapp, a sharp businessman, offers Tommy an
unpaid job in the tannery.

Historical Timeline:
General Arnold got to Redding at 11:00 the previous night. The next morning, having heard the route
the British took, he and his troops set up a skirmish in Ridgefield, while the experienced General
David Wooster plans a definitive Patriot strike on flanking Hessians.

Real Life in 1777 Danbury:
The town residents have no idea what is happening with the militia. All of Fairfield County must have
been desperate for news.

Check True or False:
1. Tommy Flynn is a criminal for burning the shed.
True _____ False _____
2. Joe gets word that his father is safe.
True _____ False _____
3. Tommy doesn’t need to hide from Patriots now.
True _____ False _____
4. The Hamiltons’ shed can be fixed.
True _____ False _____
5. Mr. Knapp locks Tommy up.
True _____ False _____
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Fill in the correct word(s) using your vocabulary list or your readings:
1. The two sows may have by stolen by ________________________.
2. Tommy wanted ________________________, not coffee.
3. Mr. Knapp tells Tommy he might be ________________________ on the street.
4. Mr. Knapp won’t give Tommy ________________________for working in the tannery.
5. Mrs. Hamilton now believes that the Patriots will ________________________.

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“So, this person’s desertion will be legal soon…”



Be sure to use at least two details from the text.
In your explanation, include speaker and context.

Things to talk about:
1. Sometimes people are afraid to reveal their long-term goals, letting other people get wrong
impressions. Tommy hid his good goals, and yet Isaiah freely revealed bad goals. Should
people reveal to others what their life objectives are? Would doing so most often bring bad
results or good? Or is it good to have feedback so that you at least hear different sides?
2. Why does a grown man like Tommy agree to work for nothing? (Hint: many persons did this
in the olden days. They might even sign legal contracts call indentures. Indentured white persons
worked alongside slaves, doing the same work, but they would be free after the term of
indenture ended, although it might be a number of years.)
3. Has Mr. Knapp committed a crime in “hiring” Tommy?
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Fun Stuff: From The History of Danbury, by Bailey and Hill

One of Tommy’s acquaintances:
One British soldier, Bernard Keeler, deserted at Redding Ridge and lived in that town until his death
in 1827. He may have heard that several Keeler families lived in the area!
From http://historyofredding.net/HRrevwar.htm#britishraid
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CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE
Here’s the story:
Joe’s mother is frantic to see the cousin rescued the night before. Cousin Jonah is unconscious, but
Joe’s knowledge of Dibble’s house helps him begin recovery. Joe’s mother, when harassed about her
pacifist husband, reacts with a previously unseen rage. Joe feels angry to have no control of his own
life. A casual remark about milk reveals that the Knapps own an illegal cow. As everything spirals
downward, Joe searches for a way to save his family from poverty.

Historical Timeline:
General David Wooster has enough mounted men to prepare a mobile harassment plan against the
British, in hopes of taking prisoners. General Arnold and General Silliman decide to make a barricade
on the main road through Ridgefield and ready for a battle against the British.

Real Life in 1777 Danbury Connecticut:
Sunday morning sees those who have fled returning, along with a host of sightseers. The well-armed
and mounted follow the British path, shooting as they go. Owners of burned homes concern
themselves with salvage of possessions and where to obtain housing ─ oh, and food and drink.
Griswold’s grocery lies in ashes. Two of the town’s three taverns will not reopen.

Mark the sentences true or false:
1. Jonah’s main problems are starvation and dehydration.
True _____ False _____
2. Joe knows that Dibble’s kitchen has a cider supply.
True _____ False _____
3. Uncle Tad and Uncle Tom are Patriots.
True _____ False _____
4. Joe’s father volunteered to join the militia.
True _____ False _____
5. Uncle Tad’s lawyer office was saved.
True _____ False _____
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Fill in the correct word(s) using your vocabulary list or your readings:
1. Joe and his uncles save ________________________.
2. Uncle Tad’s job is Danbury town ________________________.
3. Joe volunteers to bring ________________________ for Jonah.
4. The Knapp family ________________________ could be confiscated.
5. Old Mrs. Clark is weeping as she begs Joe to find ________________________.

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“Who else was supposed to fix my clothing, my school, my job, my life?”



Be sure to use at least two details from the text.
In your explanation, include speaker and context.

Things to talk about:
1. Jonah’s father calls Joe a hero, but were his actions with Jonah heroic? Should Joe point that
out? What should a person do about misplaced or undeserved praise? Deny or accept
gracefully?
2. Mrs. Hamilton’s anger explodes in public. Is she regretting her support of pacifism or only
defending herself against bullying?
3. Hunger often makes persons feel angry. Joe has a new desire to blame those at fault, but how
might hunger and anger combine to draw the wrong results?

Sort of fun stuff:
Even in 1777, the government considered repaying damages for unavoidable disasters happening to
citizens. This resulted in the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) that we have today.
As mentioned before, the Patriot government had no money, and it took until 1792 to pay up.
(Governor Tryon continued to burn his way around New England, leaving more and more victims.)
Even then, the government did not have enough money to cover the losses, so George Washington
had another idea: why not give away Ohio? Don’t laugh: check out “Firelands, Ohio”!
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CHAPTER THIRTY
Here’s the story:
Sarah and Joe inspect the Knapp tannery, with Tommy Flynn as bodyguard. They discover Isaiah,
who stole the pigs before being beaten and robbed by adults. Tommy now understands the disgust
factor associated with working in a tannery. A sad Joe decides to repay him for saving the horse and
pony from the fire. Tommy is thrilled to take the tavern kitchen job Joe had wanted.

Historical Timeline:
Sunday is a day when everyone holds their breath, waiting for the final tally of dollars and lives lost. A
vicious small battle happens in the streets of Ridgefield. Men die, although not in huge numbers.

Real Life in 1777 Danbury Connecticut:
Two of the three taverns in town have closed, even as crowds ride and walk miles to view the Danbury
destruction. Residents return, adding to the chaos. Lieutenant Clark’s house has indeed burned, leaving
young Mrs. Clark with two young children to find a place to live.

Mark the sentences true or false:
1. Isaiah wanted the pigs more than a horse or pony.
True _____ False _____
2. Isaiah’s father approves Isaiah’s law-breaking actions.
True _____ False _____
3. Sarah isn’t afraid of Isaiah because Tommy is there.
True _____ False _____
4. Unknown persons now have the Hamilton pigs.
True _____ False _____
5. Joe’s anger against the Patriots has disappeared.
True _____ False _____
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Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“He now resided in the prison of Freedom.”



Be sure to use at least two details from the text.
In your explanation, include speaker and context.

Things to talk about:
1. The story leaves the fictional Isaiah as a virtual prisoner of Mr. Knapp. How might his future
play out under the Tory merchant?
2. Joe feels both depressed and angry after saying that Tommy could work at Clark’s. Does giving
away a gift always make us feel good about ourselves, or if people give others money or things
they value, might they sometimes feel angry with themselves? If the recipient is grateful, does
that stop some of the negative feelings? What are the best ways to thank people for benefits?
3. Joe says that he will never be like his grandfather. What does he mean by that? Exactly what
does Joe “never want to be”?

Fun Stuff:
Isaiah and his “daddy” may have been fictional, but other criminals were not. Here is report of an
edict from Governor Trumbull requesting the items stolen in the name of Patriotism to be returned.
Note that the burning of buildings by “Patriots” is also mentioned!
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CHAPTER THIRTY-ONE
Here’s the Story:
After seeing his grandfather ride into town, Joe suspects a militia disaster. Later he hears that General
Wooster is fatally shot. Joe finds Captain Hamilton in Dibble’s house on deathwatch, but the two
leave together for a slow ride home, during which an exhausted Joe wants both to fix everything in
his family and exact revenge for his father’s situation. Fixing a situation and revenge don’t mix well,
and Joe is left in the middle of the street, crying.

Historical Timeline:.
Only nineteen buildings are burned, but residents worry for the militia. General Wooster captures 40
prisoners, but a second attempt results in the general being mortally wounded before the Ridgefield
skirmish can take place. Dr. Turner (head of the Medical department of the North) has come with
Arnold and takes charge. A carriage returns to Danbury with the dying general. News spreads fast.

Real Life in 1777 Danbury Connecticut:
This chapter sees the Hamilton-Knapp story turn fictional in the interplay of the characters. What is
not fictional are the facts regarding General Wooster, the statements about weaving and tents, and
that the King George Tavern was moved to another area for the safety of those left in charge. Amazing
but true is that General Wooster was taken to Dibble’s under the doctors mentioned.

Mark the sentences true or false:
1. Tommy did not welcome work at Clark’s Tavern.
True _____ False _____
2. No one has heard anything about General Wooster.
True _____ False _____
3. Joe and Captain Hamilton ride the same horse.
True _____ False _____
4. Captain Hamilton does not become angry with Joe until Joe yells at him.
True _____ False _____
5. Joe’s father does not know how to weave.
True _____ False _____
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Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“Maybe this was a sign that I was growing up: not just in real life, but in their minds.”



Be sure to use at least two details from the text.
In your explanation, include speaker and context.

Things to talk about:
1. Lack of sleep is a recurring issue in the story. Is sleep really that important while big events
are happening?
2. The book shows Committee men as tough but portrays the Liberty Boys as violent. Check
two different internet sources to hunt for information on whether this is true.
3. Does Joe already display some similarities to his grandfather?

Fun Stuff:
Joe’s suggestion about weaving was not a child’s wish, but a well-thought-out plan. Cloth was serious
business at this period. Lockwood’s terrible story about the blanket shortage is not exaggeration.
Listen for the snide tone in which both a respected general and a fighting colonel (and the son of a
respected general) write to George Washington.
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PRIMARY SOURCE

Brigadier General Samuel Holden Parsons, 22 April 1777

To General George Washington
Sir:
The Detachments marched from the several Regiments in this State
are less than I expected owing to a Variety of unforeseen Accidents—
I have heard Nothing from your Excellency since the 3d of April;
I should be glad to receive your Excellency’s Directions about clothing
the Troops…

PRIMARY SOURCE

Col. Jedediah Huntington to Gen. Washington

15

April 1777
Since the Date of your Letter, the Governor & Council have resolved forthwith to make a Draft of
Men to fill up the continental Battalions…equiping the Men is
attended with the utmost Difficulty, with Blankets in
particular…praying & paying hardly prevail with Families to
spare from their already exhausted Stores.
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CHAPTER THIRTY-TWO
Here’s the story:
Sara and Joe return Lockwood’s horse, where Pomp explains that Lambert is now free and safe. Joe
meets two deserters who tell a confused tale involving Joe’s father. The tale has no logical ending:
someone rode away, but someone is dead….

Historical Timeline:
News of the disaster has to be formalized in some way. If reparations are ever to be made, dollar
values need to be established. The Connecticut General Assembly sends a team of three auditors to
Danbury to interview persons regarding the value of their losses. But we know from previous chapters
that help will not come soon and anyone desperate can only apply to their churches.

Real Life in 1777 Danbury Connecticut:
Lambert Lockwood is left alone in Dibble’s house: the two sergeants are fiction.
"On hearing of the approach of the enemy Col. Cook sent to Geo. Silliman for arms and ammunition.
The messenger was Lambert Lockwood, who, coming suddenly upon the British troops near Reading
Church, was made a prisoner. Governor Tryon at once recognized him as a young man who had given
him aid when his carriage broke down while passing through Norwalk, and on that account took
Lockwood under his protection, but in his hasty retreat from Danbury left him to t:ike care of himself.
Tryon was writing a protection for him when he heard that the Americans were coming, when the
Governor dropped his pen and seized his sword, and the protection remained unwritten."
Lossing's Field Book of the Revolution,1850
Whether Pomp and Peg still live at Lambert’s stepmother’s house is unknown but might explain the
low damage count of one British pound. A slave like Pomp, who is “given his time,” is not legally free,
but can live free if he can support himself ─ or stay where he is if an agreement is reached.
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Mark the sentences true or false:
1. Robbing remained an issue even after the British left town.
True _____ False _____
2. Every house in downtown Danbury was burned to the ground.
True _____ False _____
3. The county sheriff did not live in Danbury.
True _____ False _____
4. Joe does not understand what the deserters tell him.
True _____ False _____
5. Sarah longs for the freedom she had as a child.
True _____ False _____

Fill in the correct word(s) using your vocabulary list or your readings:
1. Joe must return Desire’s ________________________ and ________________________.
2. Lambert feared that the British would burn his stepmother’s ________________________.
3. The deserters are not citizens of ________________________.
4. The sheriff and his men appear willing to ________________________ the deserters
5. Joe is afraid his father will end up like ________________________.

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“Nothing showed except three women and two children, making the same search for free food.”



Be sure to use at least two details from the text.
In your explanation, include speaker and context.
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Things to talk about:
1. Joe knew he could not keep the mare, but he felt she was a link to Lockwood. What kinds of
mementoes do we keep? What are the oldest items in the household where you live? Do those
items have stories, or is the fact that the item belonged to a certain person enough to give
value?
2. Some items unexpectedly gain in value, like baseball cards or old toys. What items might be
fun to collect now in hopes that they will increase in value?
3. Joe and Sarah cannot decide just how to greet Pomp. Now that we can’t shake hands and
masks hide our faces, what are the best greetings we can give to people we don’t know or
people who work in stores? Who merits being told our names right away? “Good-bye” seems
a little old-fashioned. How do we take leave of people we don’t know?

Fun Stuff:
Did you know that good manners (etiquette) take practice? Knowing what to
say and how to act in simple everyday situation with strange adults can attract
attention and respect. On the other hand, we don’t want to be friendly in a
dangerous way.
Other than Judge Tom (a hard case for sure), all adults seem to listen to Joe even
if he’s questioning what they’re doing. Why? And does Joe truly listen to the
people he’s with?
Companies like https://www.theetiquettefactory.com/ offer courses and
information on how to be polite. It pays!
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CHAPTER THIRTY-THREE
Here’s the story:
Captain Hamilton calls everyone to account and accusations fly, all of them so true that Mrs. Hamilton,
Mr. Knapp, and Joe all silently accept their assignments. Joe’s father, now in possession of a mysterious
sum of money, is in rebellion mode. Joe is called on to repeat his grandfather’s offer of a state contract
to weave blankets. Faced with no other prospects to earn a living, Joe’s father agrees. Everyone returns
to the Knapp’s house except Joe, who remains with his grandfather, realizing that he may have caused
a permanent break with his father.

Historical Timeline:
At Ridgefield, Benedict Arnold’s horse takes nine bullets, according to the man who skinned the hide
from the beast. It is related that Arnold has to run into the bushes to escape. Somehow, he procures
another horse and follows the British to Westport, where that animal is also shot, meaning that Captain
Hamilton’s prediction that anyone who rode it in battle would die, did not come true. (Old Mrs. Clark’s
negative remarks about Arnold did prove true, but at a later time.)

Real Life in 1777 Danbury Connecticut:
Regarding the unfortunate death of Major Daniel Starr: Horse crashes come about as often as car
crashes today. The speeds are slower, but the riders have no protection and no seatbelts. Here’s an
article showing how easily Lambert or Joe’s father could have left this world, just as Major Daniel
Starr did after mounting his own rearing horse on that Sunday morning.
https://allthingsliberty.com/2021/04/easy-as-falling-off-a-horse/
(Note: some retellings of the raid story say that Ezra Starr owned the burned house, correct in that he
did own it after his father died in the riding accident.)
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Mark the sentences true or false:
1. The separation of the family has only increased bad feeling.
True _____ False _____
2. Joe regrets the things he has thought about his father.
True _____ False _____
3. A lame horse has trouble trotting or cantering.
True _____ False _____
4. A horse or person can be infested with lice.
True _____ False _____
5. Knapp’s house may be legally confiscated.
True _____ False _____

Fill in the correct word(s) using your vocabulary list or your readings:
1. Joe’s father had plenty of work at the family________________________.
2. The penalty for treason is________________________.
3. The Sons of ________________________ might hang men refusing to enlist.
4. Captain Hamilton has arranged for Mr. ________________________ to be punished for letting
the British use his house.
5. Joe’s father gives Mr. Knapp ________________________.

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“He had forced the rest of us to accept the Patriot plan by making us responsible for others.”



Be sure to use at least two details from the text.
In your explanation, include speaker and context.
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Things to talk about:
1. This chapter presents the main theme of the book. Discuss how each of Captain Hamilton’s
“victims” are compelled to agree to his plan for them and why they cannot resist.
2. The Danbury raid has created many helpless and homeless persons who aren’t characters in
the book. Discuss how Captain Hamilton’s plans will help them.
3. Joe felt he would “pay big,” for his scene with his grandfather in the street. What way does he
think that happened in the showdown scene?

Fun Stuff:
Below is the last photo of the Dibble House in Danbury.

Nehemiah Dibble’s future in Danbury after the “incident” remained questionable, but real life
resumed, just as it was before. Until it wasn’t.
In the middle of a summer night, a group of young Patriots came to get him. Dibble told Benson
Lossing that the men took him to a nearby pond and began to dunk him. He knew he would be killed.
When dawn came, they let him go.
Field Book of the Revolution, Benson Lossing 1850
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CHAPTER THIRTY-FOUR
Here’s the story:
Joe is left alone with his grandfather, both of them too exhausted to leave. Joe asks about the
disappeared stallion. His father has sold it to Benedict Arnold. Joe remarks that Uncle Paul knew the
stallion was a killer, prompting the semi-conscious old man to mention Enoch Crosby. Joe recognizes
a tool, using threats to tell about the spy to extort anything he wants from Captain Hamilton. Then
the tables turn again and Captain Hamilton will use Joe’s lies to glue their shattered family back
together.

Historical Timeline:
Connecticut now mobilizes, and troops from all colonies/states rally to support the Patriot cause,
even as Tryon plans to return and ravage more Connecticut towns.

Real Life in 1777 Danbury Connecticut:
The artificer camp and the military hospital remained untouched. Probably the British had no idea
that the abandoned building at the corner of Park and Pleasant Streets was Continental Army property.
The artificer camp was out-of-the-way and not damaged.

Mark the sentences true or false:
1. Joe’s parent ask him to go back to Knapp’s with them.
True _____ False _____
2. Jonah is unable to care for himself.
True _____ False _____
3. Uncle Tad wants Joe to become a lawyer.
True _____ False _____
4. Joe’s mother will be helping the minister do charity work.
True _____ False _____
5. Mr. Knapp does not keep a lot of money on hand.
True _____ False _____
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Fill in the correct word(s) using your vocabulary list or your readings:
1. Uncle Tad Benedict lost his ________________________in the courthouse.
2. Joe’s mother will now have a paying ________________________.
3. Joe believes that his “jobs” will give him no ________________________.
4. It’s very important to Joe to have his own ________________________.
5. Captain Hamilton knows knows that vinegar kills ________________________ on horses.

Explain this quotation in a short paragraph:
“The game of wits had ended and I had won.”



Be sure to use at least two details from the text.
In your explanation, include speaker and context.

Things to talk about:
1. Joe now had two jobs. Will he be a good employee for Uncle Tad and a good caregiver for
Jonah? What qualities does he have going for him?
2. Joe has said that he does not know if his parents will ever fit back into the family. Could that
be true? What’s your forecast?
3. Everyone agrees to Captain Hamilton’s plans because they have something to lose, not
because they want to. Does Joe understand now how adults say and do things because they
feel they have no choice? Has an adult in your life ever made a decision because they felt they
had no other choice?

Fun Stuff:
The kindly face of the Patriot spy Enoch Crosby looks out from
the walls of the National Portrait Gallery in Washington DC.
Originally from New York, he lived in Danbury for ten years, later
returning to Brewster New York, and becoming a justice of the
peace (They functioned as judges at that time.).
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VOCABULARY
ale: (noun) light beer “Taverns sell ale.”
ammunition: (noun) bullets or cannon balls “The Patriot militia did not have enough ammunition.”
apprentice: (both noun and verb) to make a legal contract and a work trainee to learn a trade “He
apprenticed to a saddler, who has three other apprentices.”
apprenticeship: (noun) legal agreement for a work trainee, specifying length of term and conditions
“He finished his apprenticeship with a saddler.”
appurtenance: (noun) old-fashioned word for equipment “Lockwood has every horse appurtenance
in existence.”
askew: (adjective/adverb) crooked “The wind knocked his hat askew.”
backhouse: (noun) outhouse “Indoor plumbing did not replace the backhouse until the twentieth
century.”
bayberry: (noun) a plant used for making candles because of its attractive smell – usually mixes with
paraffin or beeswax to save the large time and effort of making real bayberry wax
bayonet: (noun) long knife-like weapons that attached below a rifle or musket barrel. Close-in fighting
was done with bayonets.
beholden: (adjective)to be in debt to someone “Joe is beholden to the blacksmith for ten dollars.”
berry shrub: (noun) fruit drink popular in the 1700s
blacksmith: (noun) person who works with iron, especially one who shoes horses “Blacksmiths shoe
horses.”
board cloth: (noun) tablecloth
bounty: (noun) amount paid to a soldier for enlisting “The Patriots promise good bounties.”
cavalry: mounted troops (Do not confuse with Calvary – a place mentioned in the New Testament)
caw: (noun/verb) the raspy cry of crows “I hate hearing crows caw.”
claw up: (expression)steal “Isaiah boasts that he can claw up a gun whenever he wants.”
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cloven hoof (hooves): (adjective plus noun) cattle, pigs, and many other animals do not have a single
hoof such as horses have. “An ox shoe has two parts because cattle have cloven hooves.”
cobbler: (noun) shoemaker “Old-timers called making shoes cobbling.”
cocked hat: (noun)a tricorn or hat with brim turned up to make three sides “A tricorn is harder for
the wind to blow off.”
commissary: (noun) place where supplies are kept “Lockwood works for the Danbury commissary.”
confiscate: (verb) taking items necessary for the army or public good “The Patriots confiscated my
horse.”
coughing disease: (expression) tuberculosis, a dreaded lung disease “Tuberculosis was everywhere
in Ireland.”
countenance: (noun) face “His countenance shows the signs of misery.”
credible: (adverb) believable “The first reports of the invasion weren’t credible.”
diligent: (adjective) hard-working “He seemed diligent in his studies.”
dour: (adjective) a sad or bitter impression, partly expressed by short, sharp speech “A dour old hermit
lived in the shack.”
drivel: (noun) senseless words “What drivel he was talking!”
enticing: (noun) alluring or appealing “The ham pie smells most enticing.”
equine: (adjective) related to horses “Veterinarians study equine medicine.”
exhilaration: (noun) great joy “Joe leaped in the air from exhilaration.”
fife: (noun) musical instrument similar to a flute “Private Gorton played the fife like a master.”
fishy look: (expression)disbelieving “I told my mother that I'd washed my hands, but she gave me a
fishy look.”
flint: (noun) a stone that strike sparks to ignite gunpowder in old-fashioned guns “If you don’t have
a flint, your gun won’t fire!”
foal: (verb and noun) baby horse, birthing a baby horse “My brown mare had a black foal this spring.
My black mare foaled one, too.”
foster: (verb)to approve and aid “My grandfather fosters the ideal of outlawing slavery.”
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fowling piece or fowling gun: (noun) a gun using pellets instead of bullets (now called a shotgun).
This type of gun was meant to shoot birds (fowl) “A fowling piece hung over the fireplace.”
fume: (verb)express anger “Isaiah fumed as he left the schoolyard.”
garner: (expression) get hold of or receive, as in “He tried to garner some money.”
gauntlets: (noun) long gloves that protect the wrists “His riding gauntlets had leather fringe.”
gelding: (noun)a neutered male horse “My gelding is faster than his stallion!”
guffaw: (noun and verb) uncontrolled bark of laughter “Father guffawed at the very idea. I imitated
his guffaw.”
heft: (verb) lift “I hefted the suitcase, but it was too heavy to carry.”
ilk: (noun) kin or associates, slightly demeaning “The expression ‘you and your ilk’ set the drummer
into a rage.”
incineration: (noun) burning “The incineration of garbage causes an awful smell.”
infernal: (adjective) from an inferno, hellish “That infernal motor won’t start.”
inheritance: (noun) money left by someone who has died “That mare cost his whole inheritance.”
investment: (noun) an item the buyer hopes will increase in value “The two sows are an investment.”
Irish: (noun) Gaelic language “Gaelic is the national language of Ireland although everyone nowadays
speaks English.”
Jamaica’s finest: (expression) rum (because most of it was made in Jamaica at that time)
johnnycake: (noun)cornmeal pancakes “I can never decide whether I like johnnycake better than
cornbread.”
lascivious: (adjective) showing offensive or unwanted physical interest “The soldiers made lascivious
remarks.”
lather: (noun or adjective) sweat on horses often turns to white foam “It isn’t right to gallop a horse
until it lathers.”
Loyalist or Tory: (noun) one who believes that America should continue belonging to England “Mr.
Knapp was a Loyalist.”
maggot: (noun) insect hatchlings turned into worms “Flies had laid eggs there and now the meat
crawled with maggots.”
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mare: (noun) a female horse “That mare has a long mane and tail.”
militia: (noun) local troops used by the Patriot army for short term assignments “Uncle John is in the
militia.”
Mohawk: (noun) Native American tribe centering in New England. “Mohawks made efficient and
energetic fighters.”
mounting block: (noun)stone blocks were scattered throughout town to enable riders to mount
horses with ease. At that time, no clothes flexed with the body. Women wore long skirts to ride and
were unable to mount from the ground.
ox: (noun) an ox is a neutered beef, can be used for farm work or (later) eaten
pace: (verb) pacing horses or ponies do not trot; both left legs step, then both right legs step “Driving
horses sometimes pace.”
pacifist: (noun) one who opposes war “Joe’s parents are pacifists.”
Patriot: (noun) one who believed in separating America from England “John Adams was a Patriot.”
peaked: (adjective/adverb) (pronounced peak-ed) sick or tired appearing, possibly ill-fed or
diminished-looking
plank: (noun) wide slabs of wood “He laid two planks on sawhorses to make a workbench.”
ploy: (noun) invented story to obtain money or agreement “His ‘sickness’ is a ploy to avoid work.”
poker: (noun) straight metal rod used to move fireplace logs. “I used the poker to stir the fire.”
pollute: (verb) to put germs or chemicals in well water, which remain there “The tannery polluted the
Still River.”
pony: (noun) small horse “My pony is too small for an adult to ride.”
pound: (noun) British unit of money “Eight pounds buys a respectable riding horse.”
pounds: (noun) British money “Each horse might have been worth 6-8 pounds, so the pair was sold
for less than what one horse was worth.” British money (smaller to larger: pence, shilling, pound,
guinea)
preen: (verb) to use expressions and body language showing pride in one's self “Isaiah preened in
front of the girls.”
profiteers: (noun) persons who make money during wars while using methods that would be illegal
in peacetime “The money for uniforms was used up by profiteers.”
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rampant: (adverb) everywhere or out of control “Public demonstrations supporting the Patriots were
rampant.”
ramps: (pl. noun) wild onions “Mr. Knapp liked corn pudding with butter and ramps.”
rangy: (adjective) slim, with long limbs “A rangy horse can be very fast.”
rearing: (adjective) a dangerous habit of a horse rising upright on its hind legs “Sometimes a rearing
horse falls over backwards and kills the rider.”
renegade: (verb) someone constantly opposed to normal social conventions “He's a renegade when
it comes to going along with the crowd.”
Sandemanians: (noun) a Christian sect from England that had a church near Main Street in 1777
Danbury “The Sandemanian Church opposed the war, but later allowed members to join the militia.”
shin: (verb) front of the leg bones below the knees “The pony kicked him in the shins.”
shod: (verb) to have shoes or have shoes applied “Capt. Hamilton won't pay to have the horse shod.”
skirmish: (noun) a minor battle “General Arnold plans a skirmish in Ridgefield.”
slop: (both noun and verb) the wet food garbage from a kitchen or to feed the same “I took the slop
pail to the barn and slopped the pigs.”
sow: (noun) adult female pig “Joe’s family owns two sows.”
stallion: (noun) adult male horse “That stallion bites!”
stile: (noun) stairs leading over a fence and down the other side “We sat on the stile between our
houses.”
stock tie: (noun) wide white necktie worn with some types of formal dress
substitute: (noun) If a man could not or would not serve as a soldier, he could “purchase” a
substitute by paying him.
tall-case clock: (expression) a grandfather’s clock “A tall-case clock chimes the hours, but you have
to wind it up.”
tallow: (noun) a wax made from beef fat “Tallow candles don’t smell too good!”
tannery: (noun) a place where leather is made from fresh hides of dead animals “A leather tannery
smells awful!”
treason: (noun) betrayal “No one suspected him of treason.”
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tricorn: (noun) a hat with the brim turned up to make the hat have three corners “General Arnold
wore a tricorn.”
yestereve: (noun) old time expression for yesterday evening “Yestereve, you didn't come to church.”
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This study guide and its enclosed activities cover the following standards:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.R.4 Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including
determining technical, connotative, and figurative meanings, and analyze how specific word choices
shape meaning or tone.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.R.5 Analyze the structure of texts, including how specific sentences,
paragraphs, and larger portions of the text (e.g., a section, chapter, scene, or stanza) relate to each
other and the whole.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.5.1
Quote accurately from a text when explaining what the text says
explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.5.2 Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in
the text, including how characters in a story or drama respond to challenges or how the speaker in a
poem reflects upon a topic; summarize the text.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.5.3
Compare and contrast two or more characters, settings, or
events in a story or drama, drawing on specific details in the text (e.g., how characters interact).
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.5.4
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in
a text, including figurative language such as metaphors and similes.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.5.5
Explain how a series of chapters, scenes, or stanzas fits together
to provide the overall structure of a particular story, drama, or poem.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.5.6
how events are described.

Describe how a narrator’s or speaker’s point of view influences

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.5.7 Analyze how visual and multimedia elements contribute to the
meaning, tone, or beauty of a text (e.g., graphic novel, multimedia presentation of fiction, folktale,
myth, poem).
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.6
of a text.

Assess how point of view or purpose shapes the content and style

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.6.1 Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says
explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.6.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and how it is
conveyed through particular details; provide a summary of the text distinct from personal opinions
or judgments.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.6.3 Describe how a particular story’s or drama’s plot unfolds in a series
of episodes as well as how the characters respond or change as the plot moves toward a resolution.
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CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.6.4
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in
a text, including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of a specific word choice
on meaning and tone.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.6.5 Analyze how a particular sentence, chapter, scene, or stanza fits into
the overall structure of a text and contributes to the development of the theme, setting, or plot.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.6.6 Explain how an author develops the point of view of the narrator or
speaker in a text.
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